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Abstract

POLITICAL ENTITIES: CHURCHES AND TAVERNS IN REVOLUTIONARY VIRGINIA,
1765-1780
By Ashley N. Gilbert, M. A.
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts at
Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2016.
Director: Dr. Carolyn Eastman, Associate Professor, Department of History

This thesis examines how churches and taverns became sites for political discussion and
organizing during the Revolutionary era, 1765-1780. Taverns had long served a role in
Virginians’ lives by providing places where news was exchanged and discussed, but with the
political upheaval between the colonies and Great Britain many of the activities and discussions
that took place there became far more politically charged. Analyzing churches and their role
within the revolutionary era demonstrates that Virginia’s revolutionary leaders used an
institution deeply rooted in their society to further political activism by Virginians and Virginia’s
provisional government. But in several ways the Revolution also wrought profound changes
with regard to religious liberty and social hierarchy. Through the study of both churches and
taverns this study reveals new insights about how these institutions served overlapping and
sometimes parallel roles by providing spaces for meetings, discussions, and the exchange of
information—as well as new sources of political debate.

iv

Political Entities: Churches and Taverns in
Revolutionary Virginia, 1765-1780
Nicholas Cresswell, an Englishman in his early twenties, kept a travel journal of his time
spent in the American colonies during the early 1770s, experiencing vividly the divide between
the American loyalists and Patriots. While in Alexandria, Virginia, Cresswell recorded in his
diary, “This evening went to the Tavern to hear the Resolves of the Continental Congress. Read
a Petition to the Throne and an address to the people of Great Britain. Both of them full of
duplicity and false representation.” Later he commented on the use of churches as a means to
spread Revolutionary ideas, stating, “Nothing but Methodist preaching-hypocrisy and nonsense.”
Indeed, he even went so far as to speculate that then-anonymous author of Common Sense must
“be some Yankey Presbyterian, Member of Congress.”1 The spread of revolutionary political
ideals and ideas about activism via religion and churches, as well as taverns, permitted those
ideas to spread across all social ranks.
While reading Cresswell’s diary it is clear that social institutions, such as churches and
taverns, undertook different roles during the Revolution. The established Church of England,
complete with its gentlemen vestrymen, remained fundamental in Virginia’s eighteenth-century
society until after the Revolution. Without a separation between church and state, and religion
playing a central role in Virginia, the political strife between Great Britain and the colonies
became a matter of religious concern as well. Taverns played different but also crucial roles in
Virginia’s social culture. Often located close to courthouses and trade routes, taverns remained
ideal places for local and traveling men and women to gather together for business, commerce,
and entertainments. The social nature of both institutions, in the context of the political conflict
1

Nicholas Cresswell, The Journal of Nicholas Cresswell (London: Jonathan Cape, LTD, 1925), 45, 143,
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that emerged after the Stamp Act, transformed both churches and taverns into political outlets for
revolutionary ideas and sites for the discussion of authority and rebellion. Deeply rooted in
eighteenth-century society, churches and taverns became all the more crucial in fostering an oral
culture of debate and activism that helped to spur pre-revolutionary action and ultimately a
strong pro-revolutionary stance from a wide variety of Virginians, including the colonial
government.
Historians have written about the importance of taverns to the fostering of revolutionary
ideas in other parts of the colonies, most notably the large cities of Philadelphia, New York, and
Boston.2 In such urban settings, taverns served to concentrate activity and provide sites for the
discussion of ideas. But we know less about how revolutionary activities were organized in
regions that lacked densely populated cities. By scrutinizing the role of churches and taverns in
the predominantly rural colony of Virginia, this thesis argues that they served crucial,
overlapping, and sometimes parallel roles. As two of the very few kinds of public spaces in
every region of the colony, taverns and churches simply provided spaces for meetings,
discussion, debate, and the exchange of information—spaces that brought together colonists who
might not otherwise co-mingle. Especially in taverns, neighbors from across the social spectrum
might find common ground via drink-fueled conversations about the emerging political scene.
Churchyards had also long featured conversations about gaming and politics, but rarely bridged
social ranks—at least among Church of England congregations. In those churches, social
hierarchy was explicitly upheld and the privileges of rank performed, even after decades of
challenges by dissenting religious groups to those hierarchies and the Church’s privileged status

2
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1964); Benjamin L. Carp, Rebels Rising: Cities and the American Revolution (New York: Oxford
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in the colony. As a result, the Revolution did not only transform churches into makeshift
meeting places and sites for discussion. It also offered dissenting religious sects new avenues to
religious toleration as well as to broader social acceptance of their anti-authoritarian beliefs. In
sum, examining taverns and churches alongside one another reveals new insights about the
discussion and spread of ideas in mostly-rural Virginia and challenges to the deeply hierarchical
society that had long predominated there.
On first glance, it might appear incongruous to bring the cultures of religion together with
the cultures of social drinking in an exploration of the spread of revolutionary ideology in
Virginia. An analysis of both churches and taverns, beginning with the outbursts of political
unrest in 1765 and ending in 1780 when the focus of martial fighting shifted to Virginia with the
British attack and capture of Fort Nelson, provides valuable insight into these social institutions
that became political outlets or battlegrounds for revolutionary ideas.3 Studying both institutions
reveals illuminating notions of how political mobilization took place during this time of imperial
crisis. Unlike Boston, Philadelphia, and New York, Virginia’s cities were comparatively small
and its literate population even smaller. Historian Rhys Isaac approximated that “three out of
every four persons whom a growing child in Virginia would have met were largely or entirely
confined within the oral medium” rather than the written medium; only after the Revolution did
the majority of the white population move clearly toward literacy.4 Virginia also featured fewer
newspapers and printers than other more urban places, permitting comparatively less exchange
of political propaganda via print, a key feature of political engagement in other colonies. In
3

Harry M. Ward and Harold E. Greer, Jr., Richmond during the Revolution, 1775-83 (Charlottesville:
University Press of Virginia, 1977), 205; John E. Selby, The Revolution in Virginia, 1775-1783
(Williamsburg: The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 1988), 204-226.
4
Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia, 1740-1790 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press for the Institute of Early American History and Culture [hereafter IEAHC], 1982), 122-123; An
earlier study of marks in lieu of a signature compared to an actual signature from the 1640s to about 1710
portrays that the literacy rate among white males rose from forty-six percent to sixty-two percent.
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contrast, taverns and churches were already essential institutions within Virginia’s social culture
long before the crisis, and both became integral in fostering activism and spreading revolutionary
ideology.
No scholar has attempted to scrutinize forms of politicization taking place in taverns and
churches in tandem. The study of early American taverns, especially in major seaports, is not a
new endeavor. Carl Bridenbaugh’s social history, Cities in Revolt: Urban Life in America, 17431776, traced the urban development of the five major seaport cities of eighteenth-century
America; Boston, Newport, New York, Philadelphia, and Charleston.5 He emphasized the
importance of cities in shaping foundations for new ideas of rights and liberties and by studying
the “locale and the conditions in which the uprising took place and of the people who
participated in it.” Of the many local institutions or spaces that encouraged public conversation
in the eighteenth century, taverns especially contributed to male sociability by providing a
common space. Bridenbaugh later asserted that if the Revolution “was ‘cradled’ in any place, it
was the urban public houses,” through its various social clubs and celebrations turning their
attention toward the conflict between Great Britain and the American colonies.6
Expanding upon Bridenbaugh’s assessment of the politicizing of taverns during the
Revolution, Peter Thompson’s Rum Punch & Revolution: Taverngoing & Public Life in
Eighteenth-Century Philadelphia traced the changing sociability of tavern patrons throughout the
eighteenth century, arguing, “Taverngoing initiated political as well as social change in the
city.”7 Thompson found that prior to the 1760s in the colonies’ largest city, and with the help of
an ethnically and culturally diverse lot of people and a fluid social hierarchy, its taverns shaped a
distinct sociability that promoted a political culture “uncommonly open to the influence of
5

Bridenbaugh, Cities in Revolt, vii.
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laboring men.”8 Rum Punch and Revolution argued that councils of state and tavern discussions
shared important things in common. Tavern discussions instead became an expression of
democracy that contributed to public conversation and influenced public leaders. As political
tensions grew in Philadelphia, Thompson found that taverngoers continued to discuss news and
politics, but increasing economic stratification led to new levels of social segregation in taverns.
That differentiation delimited the democratic nature of tavern discussion, which in turn altered
the political opinions of officeholders in Philadelphia and restricted the emphasis on
egalitarianism overall.
Drawing heavily upon both Bridenbaugh’s and Thompson’s works, Benjamin Carp’s
Rebels Rising: Cities and the American Revolution focused on political mobilization in New
York’s taverns. Carp found that amongst a broad spectrum of white men, New York taverns
fostered a sense of equality that “made them feel equal to any army officer, merchant or member
of Parliament or the Assembly.” Alongside a social culture that promoted drinking and
disorderly conduct, this sense of equality instilled revolutionary ferment amongst such people as
Isaac Sears, John Lamb, and other leaders of the Sons of Liberty. Although Carp’s study
focused solely upon New York taverns, Carp pointed to the importance of taverns throughout the
colonies as a unifying element to other patriots as “intercolonial centers of communication” for
their capacity to bring together locals and strangers with varying amounts of information.9
Scholars studying the social culture surrounding the use of taverns as political outlets
during the American Revolution have primarily focused in the major seaports and cities of the
Northern colonies. Shifting the focus southward, Patricia Gibbs’ thesis, “Taverns in Tidewater
Virginia, 1700-1774,” touched upon the politicizing of taverns in tidewater Virginia during the
8
9
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American Revolution, finding that tavern keepers encouraged the use of their institutions for
political purposes.10
In juxtaposition to the literature on revolutionary taverns, the subject of religion during
the Revolution in Virginia has been explored by a number of scholars. Studying emerging
dissenters’ influence on rhetoric, Harry Stout’s “Religion, Communications, and the Ideological
Origin of the American Revolution” explored the ways in which an emerging style of
communications accompanying the revivals in Virginia and helped to create an egalitarian
rhetoric. Stout further stated that the emerging rhetoric became the way “republican ideas could
be conveyed to an unlettered audience.”11 Because of their experience hearing religious ideas
about liberty and equality, Virginians at all levels of society became better prepared for
politically revolutionary ideas to spread throughout Virginia during the 1760s and beyond.
Likewise, Rhys Isaac’s many works analyze emerging religious sects and their challenge
to the traditional social order.12 Providing insights into the character of Virginia’s society
throughout the Revolutionary period, Isaac traced the emerging religious revivals from their
beginnings in Hanover County throughout the Revolutionary War until Virginia’s government
granted religious freedom in 1786. Looking closely at the Anglican vestrymen, comprised
mostly of the planter elite at the top of Virginia’s social structure, Isaac showed that these men’s
investments in social hierarchy led them to try to protect the close connection between church
and state. They felt threatened by the rising number of dissenting religions, seeing them as a
direct challenge to the established Church and the traditional order, creating an “evangelical
10

Patricia Ann Gibbs, “Taverns in Tidewater Virginia, 1700-1774” (M.A. thesis, College of William and
Mary, 1968).
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William and Mary Quarterly, ser. III, 34, No. 4 (October 1977): 521.
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Virginia,” William and Mary Quarterly, ser. III, 31, No. 3 (July 1974): 345-368; Isaac, The
Transformation of Virginia.
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counterculture.”13 As church and state faced a revolution from below, Isaac argued that the
wealthy planters used the overlapping revolutions—religious and political—as an opportunity to
reassert their cultural and political authority.
Further analyzing the overlapping revolutions, John Ragosta’s Wellspring of Liberty
highlighted the decline of the Anglican Church and the rise of dissenting religions in Virginia
society, particularly as the Revolution politicized those new sects.14 As war broke out and
Virginia faced the decision about whether to mobilize against Great Britain, Ragosta argued that
the increasingly numerous and powerful religious dissenters bartered their political and military
support in exchange for religious liberties. Although Parliament’s royal appointees to Virginia
provided protection from religious persecution for some dissenters, the Revolutionary War
provided leverage for religious dissenters to secure religious toleration from Virginia’s
revolutionary government. Persecution had made some dissenters, particularly Baptists, eager to
enter into negotiations with the new revolutionary government during the war in exchange for
providing support for Virginia’s political and martial mobilization.
This thesis makes use of three major groups of sources to uncover the importance of
churches and taverns. The first is the Virginia Gazette. Published in Williamsburg starting in
1736, the Virginia Gazette published sermons, information about events taking place in taverns,
advertisements, opinion pieces, and legislation passed by the General Assembly that involved
both Anglican and dissenting religious establishments. This is not to suggest that a majority read
the Gazette, given Virginia’s low literacy rates. Subscribing to and reading the paper remained
largely a pastime of gentlemen and middling literate men and women with discretionary
incomes. Still, ample evidence suggests the paper was read aloud in taverns, on the docks, and at
13
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other gatherings, making it more broadly accessible than it might appear on the surface. More
generally the Gazette’s broad range of information offers a window into the social world and
political rhetoric of the colony. I supplement this source with other printed political and
governmental documents, such as the Journals of the House of Burgesses, the Journals of the
Council, and the Acts passed by the General Assembly, which help me trace increasing
politicization as the colonies moved toward independence from Great Britain.
The second major source group consists of extant religious documents. While many
religious sermons, especially dissenting sermons, have not survived, the sermons and Church
record books, which provide insights into how religious institutions became outlets for the spread
of revolutionary ideology. To be sure, not all ministers adopted pro-revolutionary positions; I
also include documentation of neutral or loyalist ministers.
The third major group of sources consists of personal accounts: diaries, letters, and
published memoirs of travelers and other Virginia citizens during the period, such as individuals
like Nicholas Cresswell. These accounts provide references to political discussions that took
place within churches and taverns. Taken together, these sources help me determine how two
social aspects of colonial everyday life—visiting taverns and attending church—became
politicized as outlets for discussing and spreading grievances against England and how these
institutions themselves became politicized.
The thesis proceeds in three chapters outlining the fundamental part of society that both
social and religious institutions served. Chapter One traces churches and taverns throughout the
early eighteenth century. Beginning in 1700 and ending in 1764, this chapter provides an
overview of how taverns and churches operated as public spaces in Virginia’s society, while also
delineating the rise of dissenting religions. While both institutions remained rooted in lives of

8

Virginians throughout the revolutionary period, Chapter Two delves into the social culture of
public houses and their conversationalist atmosphere while analyzing their role in fostering
activism and dispersing political ideals. In contrast to taverns and their social atmosphere,
churches—the subject of Chapter Three—also became outlets for political ideas and activism,
but promoted a more top-down approach in the distribution of revolutionary ideas and activism.
Chapter Three, while analyzing the ways religious institutions became politicized, will further
scrutinize the both similar and contrasting ways that churches and taverns fostered an oral culture
of debate and activism that helped to spur pre-revolutionary action.

9

Early Churches and Taverns, 1700-1764
Vast stretches of land separated most eighteenth-century Virginians from their neighbors
and, with a sole newspaper in the colony and low literacy rates throughout, news traveled slowly.
Most colonial towns and villages, historian Sharon Salinger has contended, “boasted only two
types of public buildings—churches and taverns.”15 Religious and social culture remained an
integral part of colonial sociability throughout the eighteenth century. Both taverns and churches
served communities as central points of gathering with the exchange of both ideas and goods
frequently occurring at both institutions. The following chapter will outline both the social and
religious cultures of the early eighteenth century and illustrate how both taverns and churches
were deeply intertwined in all aspects of eighteenth-century society.
The establishment and prevalence of taverns in early America found their origins within
the social and cultural aspects of English and Dutch society that crossed the Atlantic with the
colonists. For example, a study of England and Wales showed that the population of
approximately five million housed about 13,000 licensed public houses in the country in 1621.16
During the eighteenth century, William Maitland found, London contained “95,968 houses, of
which 15,288 sold drink for consumption on the premises, to provide for a population of 725,
903.”17 Historian Ensign Edward Riley summed it up neatly: London maintained a ratio of one
public house for every six houses, or forty-seven people.18

15

Sharon V. Salinger, Taverns and Drinking in Early America (Baltimore: John Hopkins University
Press, 2002), 4.
16
Frederick W. Hackwood, Inns, Ales, and Drinking Customs of Old England (New York: Sturgiss and
Walton Company, 1909), 112.
17
Ensign Edward M. Riley, “Ordinaries of Colonial Yorktown,” William and Mary Quarterly, ser. II, 23,
No. 1 (January 1943): 8.
18
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The founding of the American colonies brought the establishment of taverns that assisted
with the growth and progress of many towns. Expansion north and south from Jamestown and
west from the Atlantic coast created vast stretches of empty land, making it difficult to find food
and lodging in between settlements. 19 At the turn of the eighteenth century, a traveler named
Francis Louis Michel reported that “This day I missed the road. I traveled till noon without food
in great heat through the wilderness, but did not meet a single person, the road becoming smaller
and smaller, so that I feared something untoward might happen …. I was alone and lost in this
wild place.”20 As historian James Hosier III explained, “In spite of legal provision for
supervision and maintenance, [the roads] appear to have been for the most part, neglected and as
a result frequently were filled with holes, lacked highway signs, and turned to mud during bad
weather.”21 Even in good weather the eighteenth-century traveler faced difficulties. Hugh Jones
noted the worst inconveniencies in traveling were rivers for they were often in “much Danger
from sudden Storms… especially if one passes in a Boat with Horses.”22 Taverns thus
represented a welcome sight for travelers as well as local inhabitants and increasingly became an
integral part of life.
In many areas, room and board were so hard to find that many travelers found themselves
requesting assistance from local planters—and were surprised to find it offered gratis. Finding it
“possible to travel through the whole country without money, except when ferrying across a
river,” Michel’s recollection is a prime example of local planters’ hospitality towards early

19

Marc Egnal, “The Origins of the Revolution in Virginia: A Reinterpretation,” William and Mary
Quarterly, ser. III, 37, No. 3 (July 1980): 425.
20
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21
James Walter Hosier III, “Traveller’s Comments on Virginia Taverns, Ordinaries and Other
Accommodations from 1750 to 1812” (M.A. thesis, University of Richmond, 1964), 2.
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travelers. Indeed, in 1663 Virginia’s colonial legislature had established a law preventing
unlicensed inhabitants from charging for food and board. “WHEREAS it is frequent with
diverse inhabitants of this country to entertaine strangers into their houses,” the host shall not
“recover any thing against any one” entertained at his home, but the law did allow hosts to
recover payment if previous arrangements were agreed upon.23 Although Virginians continued
to host travelers throughout the eighteenth century, expansion westward and the growth of
roadways encouraged the increase in the number of taverns throughout the colony.
Unlike their English counterparts, eighteenth-century Virginians used the terms of
ordinary, tavern, and public house interchangeably. While traveling through the colony in 1773,
J. F. D. Smyth commented on the interchangeable nature of the words by stating, “There is no
distinction here between inns, taverns, ordinaries, and public houses: they are all in one and are
know by the appellation of taverns, public-houses or ordinaries, which, in the general acceptance
of the names here, are synonymous terms.”24 Although referred to by many names during the
eighteenth century, the “original Intention, and proper Use” of taverns was more formally
outlined in 1751 in the Virginia Gazette, as “the Reception, Accommodation, and Refreshment
of the weary and benighted Traveller.”25 Approaching a dwelling similar to that of eighteenthcentury homes, a traveler could expect lodging, food, and accommodations for their horses as
well.26

23

William Waller Hening, ed., The Statutes at Large; Being a Collection of all the Laws of Virginia, from
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24
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Taverns varied widely in both size and quality; most rural taverns had few rooms to offer,
as these were most commonly established within people’s homes.27 In prosperous towns like
Williamsburg and along frequently traveled routes, taverns “were often fairly large buildings
with four or more rooms on the first floor—generally used for dining, drinking, gaming, and
lodging—and three or four bedrooms upstairs,” as historian Patricia Gibbs has explained.28 But
elsewhere one might find taverns in all shapes and conditions. Francois Jean, Marquis de
Chastellux, found Virginia taverns ill equipped for service. He described Mrs. Teaze’s tavern as
“one of the worst lodging places in all America … for I have never seen a more badly furnished
house.” He described using a crude tin vessel as the “only ‘Bowl’ used for the family, our
servants,” and himself and explained with mock seriousness that he did not dare to “say what
other use it was offered to us when we went to bed.”29
Likewise, some travelers were struck by the real comfort they occasionally found.
Traveling to Williamsburg, Daniel Fisher came upon a tavern in Essex County where he
expected to find “a mere Hut, full of rude, mean people” but found himself pleasantly surprised
instead.30 Elsewhere he came to an ordinary under the name of Leeds, which he deemed “the
best Ordinary in Town: the house and furniture were as elegant in “appearance, as any I have
seen in the country,” aside from the finest he had seen in Williamsburg.31 “The chairs Table &c
of the Room I was conducted into was all Mahogany, and so stuft with fine large glaized Copper
For advertisements on separate sleeping quarters see, Thomas Craig, “To be Sold at Publick Auction,”
Virginia Gazette, 30 August 1770, p. 3; Gibbs, “Taverns in Tidewater Virginia, 1700-1774,” 64-65.
27
Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia, 94-98.
28
Gibbs, “Taverns in Tidewater Virginia, 1700-1774” 40.
29
Francois Jean, Marquis de Chastellux, Travels in North America in the Years 1780, 1781, and 1782
(London: G. G. J. and J. Robinson, 1787), VI: 402. Although Chastellux traveled through Virginia after
the period under study, the description of the rudimentary tavern still serves as an example of less
furnished and prosperous taverns of the eighteenth century.
30
Daniel Fisher, “The Fisher History,” in Some Prominent Virginia Families, ed. Louise Pecquet du
Bellet (Lynchburg: J. P. Bell Company, 1907), 790-791.
31
Fisher, “The Fisher History,” 791.
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Plate Prints: That I almost fancied myself in Jeffriess’ or some other elegant Print Shop.”32 As
travelers often found taverns varying in size, the accommodations often varied and reflected the
stature of the dwelling. Travelers often encountered more refined accommodations and lodgings
in urban areas than in rural areas in western Virginia.
Taverns in the Tidewater region offered lodgings and accommodations to larger numbers
of people simply because coastal trade and politics brought more people to the region. The
Raleigh Tavern, a large two-story wood building, for example, remained a large bustling tavern
in Williamsburg. Located less than a block from the Capital, the Raleigh saw people “hurrying
back and forwards from the Capitoll” during the day, but later “Carousing and Drinking In one
Chamber and box and Dice in another, which continues till morning Commonly.”33 An
inventory of Anthony Hay’s Estate, owner of the Raleigh Tavern from 1767 to 1770, estimates
thirty-six beds to accompany two ballrooms, the Apollo and the Daphne, a gaming room, and a
room that dispensed alcohol.34
While other colonies insisted that a tavern must furnish a certain number of beds,
Virginia colonial law merely required tavernkeepers to provide clean lodgings.35 It was unlikely
that travelers would receive private rooms or a bed to themselves—or even a bed at all.36 Nor
should this surprise us considering that in eighteenth-century Virginia very few people had

32

Fisher, “The Fisher History,” 791.
“Journal of a French Traveller in the Colonies,” I: 742-743. See also “The Raleigh Tavern in
Williamsburg,” William and Mary Quarterly, ser. I, 14, No. 3 (January 1906): 213-215.
34
Helen Bullock, “Raleigh Tavern Historical Report, Block 17 Building 6A, originally entitled: ‘The
Raleigh Tavern,’" Colonial Williamsburg Foundation Library Research Report Series – 1346, 1903,
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396.
36
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private rooms in their homes. In describing his Virginia travels, William Byrd, II noted that he
and his companions were “obliged to lodge very sociably in the same apartment with the family,
where … men, women, and children … mustered in all no less than nine persons, who all pigged
it lovingly together.”37 The Marquis de Chastellux recalled that “they think little of putting three
or four persons in the same room; nor do people have any objection to finding themselves thus
crowded in … all they want in a house is a bed, a dining room, and a drawing room for
company.”38 In Norfolk travelers could be expected to share the six beds offered at John
Hamilton’s ordinary with multiple people and a single common room for company.39 Nicholas
Cresswell, an Englishman traveling through Virginia, found a “Great want of beds” in one
tavern, so he made the best of his situation by being “well content with the floor and blanket.”40
While Cresswell had to sleep on the floor, he obtained a better situation than some of the other
travelers who had landed in beds only to find them infested with bugs. Although an act passed in
1705 insisted that tavernkeepers must “provide constantly, good wholsome, and cleanly
lodging,” many travelers slept with fleas, bedbugs, and other insect companions.41 Traveling
with Braddock’s Army from London to Fort Cumberland, a Mrs. Browne found her “Lodgings
not being very clean” and “had so many close Companions call’d Ticks that deprived” her a
night’s rest.42
37
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Taverns became centers of social activity in eighteenth-century life. Taverns existed not
only along major traveling routes, but also in the center of most towns and counties, most
commonly adjacent to courthouses. With locations like these, they came to be used “as
headquarters for everyone whose business brought him to town during Publick Times.
Councilors and burgesses, ship captains and merchants, lawyers and clients, planters and
frontiersmen could all depend upon finding the other men they wanted to see gathered in one of
the taverns,” as historian Jane Carson explained.43 Taverns served as spaces where inhabitants
and travelers of different social ranks intermingled, using taverns as places to meet, hold dinners
and balls, gamble, and of course, drink.
They also served as sites for conducting business, as vividly captured in advertisements
in the Virginia Gazette. A meeting of the Cape Company was held “at Mr. Wetherburn’s, in
Williamsburg, on Tuesday the 24th instant.”44 The Mississippi Company also utilized tavern
space, but used the Raleigh Tavern, a grander building that offered its patrons two large
ballrooms, the Apollo and the Daphne, where one might conduct more private business away
from the public rooms.45 Taverns’ appeal as places of convening also extended to patrons
conducting civic business within towns. One advertisement called all gentlemen appointed by
the Common Hall of Williamsburg to meet in Henry Wetherburn’s tavern appoint a carpenter to
construct a market house in the city.46 Placed at the center of the social culture of eighteenthcentury towns, taverns served a wide array of purposes.
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Some merchants even used taverns as places for selling, ordering, or auctioning goods.
In 1752 a London wig maker, Thomas Clendinning, used the Raleigh Tavern as a site where
gentlemen could place their orders “if they lodge a Memorandum … at the Rawleigh Tavern in
Williamsburg ... upon Receipt thereof, have the Wigs wrought up agreeable to the Directions,
and sent to Virginia by the first Ship that offers, directed to the same House, where they may be
called for.”47 Another advertisement for a public sale described Wetherburn’s Tavern as “the
most convenient Spot in this City for Trade.”48 Businessmen often took out advertisements in
the Gazette marketing a list of their goods for sale at taverns. One listed an abundance of sugar,
rum, coffee, ginger, and cotton for sale at auction at the Swan Tavern in Yorktown.49 Other
items sold at taverns included land, clocks, fine furniture, horses, harnesses, silver, and slaves.50
These were not the only multi-use places where such sales took place; county courthouses also
appeared frequently in advertisements for similar sales. Taverns sat at the center of commercial
activity in a growing colony.
The social culture surrounding taverns promoted these institutions as natural settings of
club meetings, dinners, and balls. Scant evidence exists of the social clubs held in Virginia
taverns, but they appear distinct from the social clubs, generally reserved for gentlemen, that the
doctor and traveler Alexander Hamilton frequented while visiting other colonial cities like
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Annapolis during the 1740s. While traveling throughout
the northern colonies, Hamilton carried letters of introduction that vouched for his character and
helped him find likeminded company of a similar social rank as himself. Hamilton would then
47
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present these letters to prominent gentlemen who, with letters in hand, introduced Hamilton to
members of clubs in taverns.51 In contrast to their northern counterparts, Virginia clubs,
especially in Williamsburg, hosted informal gatherings of friends and businessmen whose
business brought them into town.52 The clubs frequented by Hamilton, which met nightly or
weekly, differed from Virginia clubs in their formality.53 In 1769 George Washington and
Thomas Jefferson, while residing in Williamsburg, often noted in their ledgers expenses to
tavern keepers for club fees. George Washington recounted his expenses for “supper and club”
while in Williamsburg.54 These clubs provided their members with spaces to conduct business
by conversing over dinner, while also providing a place to smoke, gamble, and drink.
If club meetings were reserved for gentlemen, all social ranks within Virginia enjoyed the
celebrations marking special occasions that were held at taverns. With the grandest political and
patriotic balls held in the Palace or capitol building, less exclusive balls assembled in taverns.55
Williamsburg tavernkeepers most commonly held these celebrations in tavern ballrooms.
Thomas Jefferson, attending a ball in 1763, mentioned “dancing with Belinda in the Apollo”
room of the Raleigh Tavern.56 Tavernkeeper’s advertisements, placed in the Virginia Gazette,
welcomed all inhabitants and travelers to celebrate at their establishments, occasionally selling
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tickets for admittance.57 Alexander Finnie posted notice in the Gazette of weekly balls for the
enjoyment of the ladies and gentlemen of Williamsburg while the General Assembly was in
session, while Henry Wetherburn also offered weekly balls.58 Similar to gambling, balls created
opportunities for men and women to communicate and fraternize, while immersing them not
only into the social culture surrounding taverns, but also into the political culture that emerged
prior to the Revolution.
Travelers and local inhabitants also used taverns as venues for dinners and other social
gatherings. An excerpt from the diary of Thomas Lewis’ journal describes a private dinner held
after church at the local public house. “Rode Down to Richmond Church where we heard the
Reverend mr Stith preach. The Gentlemen of the Town Treated us to a hand some Diner &c at
mr Coules Ordinary.”59 Other social gatherings include entertainments hosted by the colony’s
royal governor. One diarist reported that the locals gathered to welcome a new governor, Robert
Dinwiddie, in 1751 by inviting “him and the council to a dinner they had prepared at
Wetherburn’s where we all dined.”60
Women’s role in tavern culture reached beyond the notion that women were constricted
in the eighteenth century.61 Historian Peter Thompson finds that Philadelphia taverns “were run
by men and women drawn from a broad spectrum of wealth and experience,” so it appears that
middling women and prominent widows managed approximately two-thirds of Virginia taverns,
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according to Sarah Meacham’s research. 62 Yet while many women ran taverns, women rarely
frequented taverns for lodgings. Especially those elite women who accompanied their husbands
to the capitol seldom lodged at taverns with their husbands, but instead preferred to stay with
friends or family in the surrounding area.63
Although it was uncommon for ladies to lodge in taverns when private homes were
available, women did find themselves incorporated in tavern culture. Of the entertainments
enjoyed at taverns, balls and assemblies opened taverns’ doors to ladies and patrons of all social
ranks. Martha Washington often dined with her husband at Christanna Campbell’s tavern in
Williamsburg. Washington often noted Martha’s visitations stating: “Dined at Mrs. Campbells
with Mrs. Washington.” Although women infrequently lodged at taverns, in 1770 Mary Davis
advertised in the Virginia Gazette that she could “accommodate Ladies and Gentlemen with
private lodgings” at her tavern.64 Other tavernkeepers publicly welcomed women to balls and
other events, as when Eggmund’s ordinary in Charles City announced “there will be a ball in the
evening for the ladies” in 1774.65 Observing the King’s birthday, the King’s Arms tavern hosted
“a ball and a supper … which the ladies graced with their company.”66 Although women did not
immerse themselves in some of the activities that men did—cockfights, horse races, and
gambling—women often found themselves a part of tavern culture as tavernkeepers and
attendees of tavern events.
Not all tavern gatherings were so reputable. They also housed a good deal of drinking
and gambling, which earned scorn from some quarters. Commenting on the popularity of
gambling in Virginia taverns, a French traveler found “there is not a publick house in Virginia”
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that does not “have their tables all baterd with the boxes.”67 In an article outlining the proper use
of taverns, a clergyman complained that Virginia’s taverns were becoming a “common
Receptacle, and Rendexvous of the very Dreggs of the People; even of the most lazy and
dissolute that are to be found in their respective Neighbourhoods, where not only Time and
Money, are vainly and unprofitably, squandered away.”68 Local inhabitants and travelers overindulged in rum, wine, and spirits found within taverns, which often led them to squander their
money in gambling; the minister complained that these vices led to “Cards, Dice, Horse-racing,
and Cock-fighting, together with … Drunkeness, Swearing, Cursing, Perjury, Blasphemy,
Cheating, Lying, and Fighting.”69 Of course, if this writer expressed outrage on behalf of the
part of the population that disapproved of such vices, gaming also promoted camaraderie, often
across social ranks, and remained a popular pastime throughout the eighteenth century.
Taken as a whole, this evidence of taverns’ many roles in public life reveals their crucial
position in eighteenth-century Virginia society. As eighteenth-century towns began to prosper,
so did taverns. Situated at crossroads and in the center of towns, they also served as the center of
social activity, by accommodating travelers as well as those conducting business or entertaining
themselves via formal, balls and dinners, informal drinking, gambling, and various other
entertainments. But these were not the only venues for the gathering of the public. Although
many men and women enjoyed frequenting taverns, on Sundays the same men and women were
required by law to appear in church pews—and as we shall see, churches also played a variety of
public roles that paralleled or complemented local taverns.
“The Inhabitants do generally profess to be of the Church of England, which accordingly
is the Religion and Church by Law establish’d,” wrote James Blair, Edward Chilton, and Henry
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Hartwell in the 1720s during their survey of Virginia for the Board of Trade.70 From their arrival
in Virginia in 1607, English men and women sought to establish religious beliefs and practices
similar to those of the Old World. Virginia churches oversaw education and public morality.
Under the protection and financial support of the government, Virginia churches also provided
social services in the form of charity for both the poor and orphaned.71
Placed under the rule of both the governor of Virginia and the commissary—a
representative of the bishop of London—the vestry, composed of local gentry, oversaw the
governing of churches within their parish.72 Eighteenth-century law declared that all persons
were members of the Church of England, an expectation that included the payment of taxes as
well as regular attendance at a service at least once every four weeks under penalty of the law;
this law was, however, rarely enforced.73 Unlike contemporary taverns that commonly sat
nearby local courthouses, churches frequently stood as lone structures in a convenient location
suitable to their parishioners. Each church was required by both civil and ecclesiastical law to
present its parishioners with an altarpiece of the Ten Commandments, a table and rail, a pulpit, a
Bible, and two copies of the Book of Common Prayer, and to display the royal arms hanging
above the altarpiece as evidence of their loyalty to the King.74 The display of the Ten
Commandments and the royal arms served, as one eighteenth-century observer wrote, “to satisfy
all those who tread the courts of the Lord’s House and are diligent in the performance of these
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grand rules of the Christian religion that they shall meet with encouragement and protection from
the state.”75 The juxtaposition of the altarpiece and the royal arms designated the intertwined
nature of church and state in eighteenth-century Virginia.
Like taverns, churches served as central meeting places for all ranks of society spread
across the landscape, but this did not mean Virginians necessarily privileged theological aspects
of those services in all circumstances. In fact, the church grounds, with their central location,
became additional areas where men could conduct business or even discussed horse racing and
other forms of gaming. Philip Fithian noted in his diary that “The Gentlemen go to Church to be
sure, but they make that itself a matter of convenience, and account the Church a useful weekly
resort to do Business.”76 Before the service, Fithian recorded, one might find the “giving and
receiving letters of business, reading Advertisements, consulting about the price of Tobacco
Grain &c. & settling either the lineage, Age, or qualities of favourite Horses.”77 With the social
atmosphere that the church grounds provided, church services became for some parishioners a
place to do business as well as worship.
Although both churches and taverns facilitated social atmospheres wherein to conduct
business, taverns encouraged camaraderie amongst all patrons through gambling and drinking
while church services sought to underline the importance of a strict class structure.
Churchgoing, historian Rhys Isaac has contended, “had more to do with expressing the
dominance if the gentry than with inculcating piety or forming devout personalities.”78 When
entering the church the parishioners of the lower station entered the church first. Fithian
recorded in his diary that it was “not custom for Gentlemen to go into Church til service is
75
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beginning, when they enter[ed] in a body.”79 Waiting until the lower station had seated
themselves and the service had began, the gentry’s arrival reminded their fellow colonists of
their dominance in society. The gentry then seated themselves among the magistrates at the front
of the congregation demonstrating their authority to the rest. As a further clarification of class
standing, the small number of enslaved men and women entered through a separate door took
their seats behind the pulpit, “symbolically and dramaturgically in the lowest position.”80
Services in Virginia’s Church of England buildings thus served theological purposes, but had
other roles as well—as the gentry used these public spaces to emblematize Virginia’s class
structure.
With the Church of England deeply rooted in a hierarchical social system, the Great
Awakening and the rise of religious dissenters who broke from the Church of England brought
new threats to the traditional order in Virginia—but in some cases these groups received official
approval because they mitigated other problems in the colony. An early group of Presbyterians
exemplify this balance. Migrating from Pennsylvania into the Shenandoah Valley during the
1730s, the Scotch-Irish established a Presbyterian congregation in Virginia. Although this group
dissented from the established church, the seat of government in Williamsburg had little concern
with their establishment and even encouraged their settlement. A 1738 committee on behalf of
the Synod of Philadelphia, a Presbyterian governing body dedicated to finding the most “proper
means for advancing religion and propagating Christianity,” presented a letter to Governor
Gooch asking for tolerance of the Presbyterians in the west.81 The governor responded
favorably, “And as I have been always inclined to favour the people who have lately removed
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from other provinces, to settle on the western side of our great mountains; so you may be
assured, that no interruption shall be given to any minister of your profession who shall come
among them.” The governor granted the group religious tolerance so long as they conformed
“themselves to the rules prescribed by the Act of Toleration in England, by taking the oaths
enjoyed thereby and registering the places of their meeting, and behave themselves peaceably
towards the government.”82 The encouragement of settlement in western Virginia ushered in
Presbyterian ministers John Craig, Samuel Black, Alexander Miller, Alexander Craighead, and
John Thompson. Realizing the importance of settlement on the western frontier of Virginia,
Governor Gooch seems to have believed the Presbyterians helped to protect the rest of the
colony from Indians.83
In exchange for the tolerance they received, Presbyterians in the western portion of the
state promised to defend Virginia against Indian attacks. Westward expansion had come to a halt
in Virginia following the signing of the Treaty of Lancaster in 1744, a treaty that the Iroquois
found deeply deceptive; when they realized that the colony had used the Treaty to take many of
their lands, the Iroquois launched a series of attacks on the German settlers in Winchester County
and the Scotch-Irish Presbyterians near Augusta County.84 As the war took a turn for the worse
with the defeat of General Braddock, Presbyterian ministers took up arms in defense of the
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colony. In Augusta County, John Craig realized his “country was laid open to the enemy,” and
that his “people were in dreadful confusion.” Proclaiming that fleeing in the face of attacks as a
“scheme as a scandal” to the nation, a “dishonor to our friends at home,” and evidence of
cowardice, he decided to lead the militia against the Indians.85 Also contributing to the defense
of Augusta County, he donated one third of his estate to building a fort around his church, the
Old Stone Church, which later became known as Fort Defiance. 86 As an extension of the
Presbyterian Church, he sought to defend his congregation against impending Indian attacks and
seeing the church as a central meeting place for his congregation, Craig chose to fortify the
church.
Craig and other Presbyterian ministers also contributed to the militia from Augusta
County’s spirits by offering their religious services as comfort and inspiration to the troops.
Colonel William Preston recorded in his journal, “Rev. Mr. Craig preached a military sermon,
text in Deuteronomy.”87 In August of 1755, Samuel Davies preached to the Hanover militia his
sermon Religion and Patriotism the Constituents of a Good Soldier in an attempt to arouse
public support for the war effort. Davies relayed a message equating patriotism and love of
country to the Lord’s work. Davies further stated, “I have high thoughts of a Virginian; and I
entertain the pleasing Hope that my country will yet emerge out of her Distress, and flourish with
her usual Blessings.” Trying to further excite militiamen to fight for their country, Davies stated,
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“national Insults, and Indignities ought to excite the public Resentment.”88 Contributing to the
war effort John Craig, John Brown, and Samuel Davies remained active in recruiting public
support for the war effort. Being seen by their congregation as an extension of their church,
ministers illustrated the intertwined nature of religion and politics in eighteenth-century Virginia.
Religion influenced all aspects of eighteenth-century life, including war. Davies sought
to arouse men to arms at a general muster in Hanover three years later, in 1758, by concluding,
“the Art of War becomes Part of our Religion,” after questioning when it was appropriate to take
up arms. He blessed those who defended their country and destroyed their enemies, and even
went so far as to condemn those who did not rise to the occasion. “Cursed is he that doth the
Work of the Lord deceitfully; and cursed is he that keepeth back his Sword from Blood.”89
Together with other ministers in the Hanover Presbytery, he assured Governor Fauquier that they
stood steadfast in circulating “a Spirit of Patriotism and martial Bravery, in this Season of
general Danger; to inculcate Loyalty and Submission to the best of Kings, and to You Sir.”90 In
exchange for their support and defense of the western portion of the State, these ministers asked
Governor Fauquier for continued security from religious persecution and peaceable enjoyment of
the liberties granted to them in the Act of Toleration. Ministers relied upon religious doctrine to
justify and encourage men to take up arms and used the defense of colony as political leverage
against persecution.
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To be sure, the number of religious dissenters in Virginia had historically been small.
The 1727 Board of Trade report found them to be “very inconsiderable, there not being so many
of any Sort as to set up a Meeting-House, except three or four Meetings of Quakers, and one of
Presbyterians.”91 But this began to change with the rise of what came to be called the Great
Awakening, which arose in 1743 in Virginia in Hanover County. Samuel Morris, a man of
meager background, began leading a gathering of people in reading religious books and sermons
from evangelist preachers such as George Whitefield.92 Hanover County “soon became the
center of the Great Awakening in the South and the hotbed of radical New Light Presbyterianism
in Virginia.”93 These new religious groups dissented from the Church of England on theological
grounds, but they also featured notably different perspectives on social relations in a hierarchical
society. Differing from the appointed parish ministers of the Anglican Church, dissenting
ministers were itinerant and neglected to obtain licenses to preach. Traveling throughout
Virginia, ministers spread dissenting ideas more quickly. In an effort to restrain itinerant
preachers the General Assembly passed an proclamation in 1747 suggesting that public officials
“discourage and prohibite as far as they legally can all Itinerant Preachers whether New Light
men, Morravians, or Methodists, from Teaching or Preaching or holding any Meeting in this
Colony and that all People be injoined to be aiding and assisting to the Purpose.”94 They also
promoted equality among Christian congregants and largely turned a blind eye to race, gender,
economic status, and even whether an individual was enslaved—all features that defined the
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traditional order of society in eighteenth-century Virginia. The Great Awakening ushered in an
anti-authoritarian movement against the established church in Virginia, creating a discussion
about religious liberties and freedoms.
Creating an evangelical revolution that also bucked social authority, dissenting ministers
appealed to their congregations’ emotions and sought to awaken people to the faults of the
Church and its learned, elite ministers. Becoming alarmed after itinerant preachers William
Robinson, John Blair, and John Roan made frequent visits to the Hanover New Lights, Reverend
Patrick Henry, Sr., became increasing concerned and wrote to Commissary William Dawson
about the situation in Hanover County. Describing the situation in Hanover, Henry recalled that
the “new preachers that have lately seduced some unwary people in this parish” some of whom
had claimed they were “sure the Bishop was an unconverted man and said he wished God would
open his eyes to the truth.” Henry further noted the New Light ministers thundered out and
scolded people “while the Preacher exalts his voice puts himself into a violent agitation stamping
& beating his desk unmercifully until the weaker sort of his hearers being scared, cry out fall
down & work like people in convulsion fits to the amazement of spectators.”95 Not long after
Henry wrote to the commissary, the revivalism in Hanover subsided only to find strength in
another leader, Samuel Davies—not to be confused with the Presbyterian Samuel Morris
mentioned above.
Clearly, the Hanover Awakening in the 1740s sparked confrontation between the
traditional order in Virginia and evangelicalism. Although the local gentry and vestry leaders
remained concerned for the traditional order, the Presbyterians’ perceived loyalty to the colony
in the face of opposition from the Iroquois caused Governor Fauquier to continue to grant them
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religious toleration. The Presbyterians then “settled down to a quiet existence, but they had
paved the way for other dissenters who would demand a further extent of liberty,” as historian H.
J. Eckenrode has explained.96 If Presbyterians created no overriding concerns amongst the
colony’s leadership, the upsurge of Baptists in the 1760s resulted in a new challenge to the
Church of England and a more significant challenge to the traditional order in Virginia.
The rise of the Separate Baptists in Virginia challenged the formal structure of the
Anglican Church and the community. Far more than any other denomination, Baptists promoted
equality within their congregation across lines of gender, race and freedom status, and often
addressed each other in familial terms such as “brother” and “sister.” As a result of their
inclusivity, Baptists challenged the basic tenets of patriarchy in eighteenth-century Virginia. A
concerned observer wrote a piece in the Virginia Gazette that charged Baptist preachers with
creating dangerous new social divisions that separated “wives … from their husbands, Children
from their Parents, and Slaves from the obedience of their Masters.”97 Further, they believed the
only authority within their church rested in the “Almighty Power” of God, so Baptist preachers
remained resolutely untrained and often rose to that status because of their skills in exhorting.98
As David Thomas explained in his book, The Virginia Baptist, “when no minister or candidate is
expected, our people meet notwithstanding; and spend a portion of time in praying, signing,
reading, and in religious conversation.” Such congregation-driven services were almost unheard
of in the Church of England. Thomas further underlined the importance of this practice among
the Baptists: “for surely, christians are bound to worship GOD in public, even when destitute of
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any ministerial assistance.”99 In contrast, when a storm prevented the parson and clerk from
attending the service at his local established church, the diarist Philip Vickers Fithian reported,
“There we sat in Silence til the Storm was over, when we each sallied out & splashed
homewards.”100 These accounts illustrate vividly the differences between the congregations.
In the early stages of the movement Baptists appealed to and more commonly converted
those of the lower ranks of society. Anglican congregations encompassed both rich and poor,
while critics charged the Baptists as being “but a poor and illiterate sect.”101 As a result, the
gentry took to ridiculing Baptists often labeling them “ignorant enthusiasts.”102 One satire
published in the Virginia Gazette went so far as to create “A Receipt” to make a Baptist
preacher. The recipe called for “the Herbs of Hypocrisy and Ambition, of each one Handful, of
the Spirit of Pride two Drams, of the Seed of Dissention and Discord one Ounce, of the Flower
of Formality three Scruples, of the Roots of Stubbornness and Obstinacy four Pounds.” The
satire then called for the maker to feed it to a “dissenting Brother” for him to “wound the
Church, delude the People,” and “justify their Proceedings of Illusion.”103 Both the satire and the
gentry in Virginia mocked Baptists for their rituals as well as their rebellion against the social
hierarchy in the colony.
Critics charged Baptists with not only being ignorant and of the poorer sort, but also as
being “the most melancholy people in the world.”104 Fithian recalled in his journal that they
were “quite destroying pleasure in the Country; for they encourage ardent Pray’r; strong &
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constant faith, & an intire Banishment of Gaming, Dancing, & Sabbath-Day Diversions.”105 In a
letter addressed to Baptist preachers imprisoned in Caroline County, the anonymous writer
further remarked on the solemnness of the Baptist by stating, “you terrify and frighten many
honest, and I will add pious Men, to forsake their Church and the cheerful innocent Society of
their Friends and Families, and turn sour gloomy, severe, and censorious to all about them.”106
With their concern for salvation and their growing sense of religious assertiveness, Baptists
denounced traditional customs frequently enjoyed in Virginia and promoted a more somber style
of repentance, wielding their disapproval and religious righteousness like swords.
While Virginia law deemed all citizens a member of the Church, Baptists required
members to undergo and recount an “experience of profound personal importance” in order to
join the congregation officially, to denounce the unlawful ways practiced by many Virginians in
the eighteenth century, and finally to be baptized in order to seal the candidate as a member of
the fellowship.107 Recording a baptism in his journal, Daniel Fristoe noted, “after preaching,
heard others that proposed to be baptized, 13 of which were deemed properly qualified. Then
went to the water where I preached and baptized 29 persons.” Fristoe remarked that the trees
“about the water were so overloaded with spectators that some trees came down, but none hurt.”
After baptisms spectators gathered around and wept as the congregation sang, becoming “so
affected that they lifted up their hands and faces toward heaven and discovered such chearful
countenances in the midst of flowing tears.”108 Such emotional responses to baptisms, sermons,
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and rituals made for strong contrasts to the Baptists’ ordinarily solemn dispositions and strict
adherence to scripture. The various steps required for admittance into the congregation further
distinguished Baptists from their Anglican counterparts. In doing so, they offered an alternative
form of participation in an important aspect of the political and religious life of the colony: the
notion that one’s engagement in one’s polity should be carefully considered, an active choice,
and a purposeful, intentional decision that one confirmed in every action.
Dissenting ministers were accused of instigating anti-authoritarian movements against the
traditional order and were violently opposed. Openly accused of deluding the people, justifying
their proceedings of illusion, and fomenting rebellion in the “Name of Liberty of Conscience,”
dissenting minsters were often subject to persecution.109 While preaching in Caroline County,
John Waller found himself harassed by the county parson who came to the service simply to
mock and deride the proceedings. As Waller lifted his voice in song, the parson stood next to
him and kept “running the end of his horse whip in his mouth, laying his whip across the hym
book, &c.” After concluding his song, Waller turned to pray during which he “was violently
jerked off the stage,” by the back of his neck and beaten: the parson and his attendants “beat his
head against the ground, some times up, some times down.” The attackers continued to carry
Waller “through a gate that stood some considerable distance, where the gentlemen” gave “him
something not much less than twenty lashes with thus horse whip.”110 Although only
approximately .0002 percent of the population faced imprisonment or violent persecution for
dissenting from the established church, Waller participated in the rise of evangelical counter-
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culture and men of status sought to silence him through violent action.111 Asserting a sort of
democracy by calling one another “brother” and “sister,” alongside their denouncing of drinking,
gambling, and dancing, dissenting ministers and their congregations formed separate
communities that rebelled against the nature of popular gentry culture and their adherence to the
strict class structure.112 As they did so, Baptists demonstrated what it looked like to dissent from
the regular order—and the attacks they received in response could appear, from the vantage point
of the political dissent of the 1760s and 1770s, like tyranny.
Other preachers also encountered violent reactions while preaching; some were jailed in
attempts to silence them. While preaching in Orange County in 1766, Samuel Harris
encountered violent action from a man named Benjamin Healy, who “pulled Mr. Harris down
from the place he was preaching and hauled him about, sometimes by the hand, sometimes by
the leg, and sometimes by the hair of the head.” Luckily for Harris, his friends rescued him from
the wrath of Healy.113 Another minister also faced persecution from a man who “attacked him
with a club, in a violent manner.”114 Yet another preacher was “dragged off stage, and then
kicked and cuffed, and pushed some distance to a fence” where the mob left him.115 Other
attackers added imprisonment to the public humiliation of such scenes. Jeremiah Moore found
himself chased and caught by a mob, headed by two magistrates. The men ducked Moore,
mocking the Baptist ritual of baptism, and put him in jail. But Moore insisted on preaching
through “the barred windows” to a gathered crowd.116 Dissenting ministers were seen as an
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extension of their church. As men—some of them leading members of society—took to
persecuting dissenting ministers, they tried to reassert their authority in an effort to reestablish
order.
Churches played fundamental roles in the colony’s eighteenth-century society. While
serving their communities’ ecclesiastical needs, both the established and dissenting churches
served as public sites where people met and discussed a variety a subjects, including business,
gambling and horseracing. Considering the extent to which the established church of England
was folded into the polity, religion was already a deeply political subject prior to the war. As the
Great Awakening emerged in the 1740s, the experience set the stage for Virginians to see what it
looked like to be more intentional in one’s choices and what tyranny looked like on the ground.
By the time the pre-revolutionary crisis came to Virginia, the colony already had undergone an
anti-authoritarian movement. The political crisis built upon the messages conveyed by the
movement as Virginians were already prepared to think about liberty, equality, and tyranny by
the time the pre-revolutionary upheaval came to the colony.117
Taverns and churches served their communities as public spaces that connected people.
Both institutions stimulated conversation, whether through popular pastimes or on the
churchyard before services. While taverns promoted a sense of camaraderie and fluid
conversation that could cross class boundaries, Church of England congregations often mirrored
and undergirded the strict class structure found within Virginia. Taverns’ comparative social
fluidity made them as ideal meeting places for discussions during the Revolutionary crisis and as
public places where colonists could learn or spread news and political propaganda. The
churchyard was used as another avenue for business, and conversation, and political discussion.
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Although conversation did not extend so easily across social ranks in the churchyard, ministers
played an instrumental role in relaying information to the congregation as a whole.
The rise of dissenting religions during the Great Awakening made the political nature of
religion in the eighteenth century all the more clear, however. Dissenters such as Baptists and
Presbyterians formed separate communities that sometimes rebelled against the social and
religious cultures of the colony. Moreover, the experience of those clashes between authority
figures and religious dissenters prefigured battles over social minorities and tyrannical
leadership. Not all dissenters posed such problems to the standing order, as the case of
Presbyterians reveals, but as Virginians increasingly grappled with the problems of heavy taxes
and political revolt against Parliament, religious dissenters faced decisions of their own.
Deciding whether to ally with Virginia’s Revolutionary government became a far more
complicated question considering that these groups had to wonder whether they would find
religious toleration under the new government.
As political upheaval between the colonies and Great Britain loomed, the established
Church of England faced a rebellion in Virginia from the upsurge of anticlericalism and dissent
in newly emerging religious sects such as the Presbyterians, Baptist, and Methodists.118 With the
population of Virginia scattered throughout vast tobacco farms, both taverns and churches—
Anglican and dissenting—served the community as public spaces where gathering and social
interaction contributed to the fostering of debate and activism that helped to spur prerevolutionary action and often a strong pro-revolutionary stance by the colonial government in
Virginia.
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Public Houses: The Politicizing of Taverns, 1765-1783

“I lodge, here, at Colonel Johnsons who Keeps tavern … by the rain four and twenty
hours, dureing which time we had nothing talked of but the stamp Dutys,” wrote a French
traveler in Virginia in 1765.119 Taverns in Virginia, as with Virginia churches described in the
subsequent chapter served as public spaces where colonists debated matters relating to the
relationship between the colonies and Great Britain. Often host to heterogeneous clientele as
well as offering locals a place to drink, dance, or eat, taverns might accommodate travelers.
With the passing of the Stamp Act by British Parliament in 1764, taverns became spaces where
colonists aired grievances, debated revolutionary ideas, held meetings, and listened to the news
read aloud.
Tavern culture consisted of an unrestricted atmosphere where conversations and the
exchange of ideas could flow freely, particularly in contrast to formal churches where
information passed down—literally—from the pulpit. Virginia taverns resembled their Northern
counterparts by providing spaces where “inhabitants and visitors from different social groups”
interacted, as historian Benjamin Carp described about such spaces in New York.120 In October
1768 the Virginia Gazette described the arrival of the new Royal Governor, Norborne Baron de
Botetourt, as spurring a celebration in Raleigh Tavern where “all ranks of people vied with each
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other in testifying their gratitude and joy.”121 Historian Sarah Meacham captured the
heterogeneity of taverns as “spaces where men shared news and sold goods and slaves, where
strangers and visitors rested, and where people gathered to discuss politics and crop prices, and
to retrieve their mail.”122 Indeed, the importance of these spaces resided in their ability to be
utilized by people regardless of social rank, even in a strongly hierarchical society. Given that
environment, tavern culture in Virginia became all the more crucial for fostering an oral culture
of debate and activism that helped to spur pre-revolutionary action and helped to encourage a
strong pro-revolutionary stance by the colonial government in Virginia.
Analyzing taverns during the Revolutionary era demonstrates how political activism
occurred not only in Virginia’s more urban public houses, but in rural ones as well. Rather than
one urban area’s public houses becoming a stronghold for revolutionary activity—as seen in
their northern counterparts—taverns throughout Virginia cultivated discussions and promoted
activism. Taverns hosted political debates and served as ad hoc public gathering places for
extra-political associations, while remaining places where travelers and locals could gather and
exchange information. Through these activities taverns in Virginia became launching pads for
revolutionary behavior.
This chapter delves into the social culture of public houses and their conversational
atmosphere while analyzing their role in fostering activism. First, this chapter will analyze how
these spaces fostered discussions about the colonies’ right to political action against Great
Britain. Subsequently the violent action taken against Colonel George Mercer will be discussed
as another way taverns served as launching pads for collective action and political debate.
Further, I explore the way tavern activities—toasts, balls, and public gatherings—became far
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more political during the crisis. Finally, extra-political associations and meetings of Burgesses’
will be discussed as they utilized these spaces to help shape public opinion and spread
revolutionary ideas separate from royally-appointed officials. As taverns remained deeply rooted
in Virginia society throughout the eighteenth century, their use as public spaces for gathering
became all the more crucial in aiding the spread revolutionary ideas.
By the 1760s, the taverns that clustered near courthouses or major roadways and river
intersections could number four to five within settled areas, serving as centers of social life.123
Once-a-month court days in Sussex County might bring upwards of a hundred people to the
ordinary that sat approximately thirty yards from the courthouse.124 As the colony’s capitol,
Williamsburg offered an especially dense network of taverns connecting travelers and
inhabitants as the capitol swelled with people during public times—when the General Assembly
and the Council met. Williamsburg’s Mary Davis published an advertisement in the Gazette
welcoming the Burgesses to her establishment, stating “I intend keeping a table for 10 to 12
Burgesses, during the session of Assembly.”125 Even when not in session, members of the
Council and the House of Burgesses enjoyed the company of other members and inhabitants in
the town’s public houses. People traveled to the capital to conduct business, trade, and attend
sessions of the General Assembly. “There was a great number of people from all parts of the
province and also the adjoining provinces, for this time for Carrying on business and setling
maters with Correspondents,” wrote the French Traveler in his 1765 journal. “I supose there
might be 5 or 6000 people here.”126 During such busy times, small meetings of Burgesses
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convened in the Raleigh Tavern while the other public spaces remained filled with people
frequenting the tavern.
The arrival of the Stamp Act in Virginia in 1765 caused taverns to erupt with discussions
over the rights and liberties of the American colonists. As the decade progressed, taverns
provided spaces—some of the few public spaces large enough for gatherings of revolutionaries
to discuss and, eventually, plan for political action against Great Britain. As tensions rose
between Great Britain and the American colonies, taverns served as natural settings where new
political affiliations could be tried. While Virginians questioned their support for northern
colonies, tavern discussions during the period of the imperial crisis often focused on the right to
political action. If politics had been just one of many topics found in tavern conversations in
earlier decades, after the passing of the Stamp Act in 1764 it became a far more prevalent subject
within tavern culture.
The oral culture of taverns helped to spread ideas to the public and throughout the
colonies. Throughout the eighteenth century, the relaying of news remained a central function of
taverns. When Nicholas Cresswell visited a bustling port tavern in Alexandria, one evening in
November 1774, he listened to a patron read aloud the Resolves of the Continental Congress and
a Petition to the Throne and to the People of Great Britain. Cresswell dismissed the documents,
believing them to amount to “duplicity and false representation,” and “insults to the
understanding and dignity of the British Sovereign and people.”127 Finding himself in the midst
of those sympathetic to the revolutionary cause, he found colonists “ripe for revolt,” with the
“seeds of rebellion … already sown … taking very deep root.”128 Although he did not express
his sympathies to the crown to this fellow taverngoers for fear of what repercussions would
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follow, discussion of political resolves immersed those of all social ranks into the political
culture of eighteenth-century Virginia.
The conversational atmosphere of taverns promoted debates and discussions among
patrons. The diary of Samuel Shepard further illustrates the role of public houses in fostering
discussion of the American colonists’ rights to political action against Great Britain. In
Buckingham County in 1776, Samuel Shepard found himself in a rural tavern in the company of
eight men. Before long their conversation turned to a discussion of the rebellion and the
company found the other taverngoers gathered around, listening closely. Noticing Shepard’s
silence, the company asked for his opinion on the subject; in response he acknowledged “the
great sins of the British to the colonies” but expressed “a belief that there was enough spirit of
agreement between the contestants to discover a way to peace.” The company encouraged him
to continue his discourse, where he stated both sides of the imperial tensions without “ill temper
or prejudice.” Though delivered calmly, his argument upset the company.129 Cursing and
swearing aloud, one member of the company excused himself from the table “in a manner of
great vehemence” and another quickly followed. Continuing to drink wine with the remaining
members, Shepard eventually found himself rejoined by these two men, who had returned to the
table with an officer who arrested him for treasonous acts and speech as the rest of the company
applauded and cheered. These proceedings “roughly awakened” Shepard from his “faith in
reason,” as he explained in his diary. At first he attempted to resist being arrested, but after the
other patrons demeaned him—one went so far as to throw a sugar bowl at him—he surrendered
to the officer, stating, “Men are not fit to govern themselves until they grow and can’t do it in
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their infancy.”130 Because of those sentiments questioning the rebellion and the united colonies’
ability to govern itself, Shepard spent the next night in jail. Though Shepard and Cresswell held
fast to their skepticism about the rebellion even when faced with ridicule and violence from their
fellow citizens and even arrest, not all loyalists demonstrated such resolve.
Evidence illustrates that loyalist sentiments were expressed during discussions within
taverns, but it does not appear that groups of loyalists gathered in these public spaces. After the
colonies declared independence from Great Britain, political factions in Northern colonies
“attempted to lay claim to taverns of their own,” as Thompson described of Philadelphia.
Meeting within these spaces, loyalist meetings floated ideas of armed opposition to
independence.131 Although it is uncertain as to why Virginia did not see loyalist activity similar
to that in the North, the comparatively smaller size of Virginia’s cities could be a possibility. In
smaller cities, loyalist activities were more likely to be discovered. Loyalist sentiments
expressed in tavern discussions received ill treatment by other patrons. The negative treatment
of loyalist patrons may have discouraged loyalist meetings that planned to hinder revolutionary
progress because they would have attracted more violent measures by patrons inebriated with
wine and ale.
Taverns aided in the spread of news and information throughout the colonies, as travelers
were often main sources of information—particularly information that had not yet (or would not)
appear in newspapers. Tavernkeepers and regular patrons engaged travelers in discussions for
information about the state of affairs within the colony—and in many recorded cases, colonists
expressed their sympathies with the colonies’ cause. After the Stamp Act reached Virginia,
William Gregory encountered a ferry keeper in Fredericksburg in 1765 from whom he requested
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a room for the night and a ferry across the Potomac the following morning. During his stay, the
keeper of the public house engaged Gregory in topics of political significance in the colony. In
his diary, Gregory reported talking about the “Stamps, Tobacco, and Corn, etc.”132 Similarly, the
French Traveler (with whom this chapter began) recorded a 1765 discussion about politics held
in a tavern owned by Colonel Johnson in Hanover County. The tavernkeeper’s brother
expressed his opposition to the Stamp Act, stating “he’l sooner Die than pay a farthing, and is
shure that all his Countrymen will do the same.”133 He further commented on his support for the
“Noble Patriot Mr. henery,” stating, “the whole Inhabitants say publiqly that if the least Injury
was offered to him they’d stand by him to the last Drop of their blood.”134 The Traveler found
that within a couple of weeks after Patrick Henry had presented his Virginia Resolves to the
General Assembly, news had already spread and resistance to the Stamp Act formed. In an era
when official news traveled slowly, tavernkeepers obtained and circulated information via
discussions with their patrons over current affairs; news like this contributed to emerging popular
anger and the possibilities for collective action.
The combination of alcohol and mutual egging on bolstered the resolve of patriots into
collective action. Radical colonists throughout the colonies took to violent measures to express
their displeasure in Parliament’s Acts. Similar to mob action found in Philadelphia public
houses, where men were paraded through the street for expressing in tavern discussions
unsympathetic opinions for the American colonies, Virginia’s public houses became the stage on
which collective action unfolded.135 Richard Charlton’s public house in Williamsburg, situated
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above a small ravine only a few yards from the capitol building, became the scene of one of
Virginia’s demonstrations against the Stamp Act.136 Colonel George Mercer had been appointed
Virginia’s stamp collector by Parliament and, as a resident of England, he had no idea that the
Act provoked resistance by the colonists. Traveling to Virginia in late October 1765, he found
Virginians detested the Stamp Act and had begun active resistance to it. Virginians saw him as a
pawn of Parliament but also as their representative, so they directed their frustrations at him.
Making his way through the Exchange, an open street “where all money business is transacted,”
he found himself in the presence of a mob of colonists, some of them “Gentlemen of property in
the Colony some of them at the Head of their Respective Counties, and the Merchants of the
Country,” as he explained in his official report to the colony’s royal governor.137 The mob had
gathered first at the Raleigh Tavern before making their way towards Mercer at the capitol
building, then chased him up the street to the front porch of Richard Charlton’s public house and
into the presence of Governor Fauquier, members of the Council, and the Speaker of the House.
Serving as a public space for gathering, the public house served as an appropriate place to
debate Mercer’s political motives. The angry mob asked him whether he had considered
resigning his position or if he stood determined to “act in his Office as Distributor of the
Stamps.” Mercer felt unable to answer without pondering his position, so he promised an answer
to the crowd in a few days; but the mob demanded an answer the following day. Anticipation
grew in the hours before his announcement such that the mob of angry colonists grew with
people from surrounding neighborhoods. When Mercer arrived at the capitol building, he
offered his resignation.
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The public dispute of Mercer’s position as Stamp Collector shows how public houses
served as launching pads for collective action and political debate amongst patrons throughout
the Revolutionary era. Few taverns appear to have divided into predominantly patriot or loyalist
spaces; revolutionaries often found themselves in the company of Tories within them. While the
governing elites of Virginia protested Parliament’s series of taxation acts through published
writings, resolves, petitions, and letters to Parliament, colonists of humbler means expressed
their dissatisfaction through angry conversations and occasional mob action. In a letter from
Parliament to the Lords of Trade in England about the Mercer incident, Parliament
acknowledged that resistance to the Stamp Act came from all social ranks.
Taverns further became a place to try out new political affiliations, particularly in the
form of toasts and balls. As in other colonies, the populace had long used toasts and balls to
express their loyalties to the King and celebrate their participation in the British Empire. Yet as
conflicts over taxation arose, the common practice of toasting throughout the English Atlantic
evolved to fit the shifting political views of frustrated Virginians. “In these sentiments,”
historian Richard Hooker had contended, “Americans were reminded of their heritage of
freedom, inspired by glimpses of their glorious future, credited with the noblest of
characteristics, and encouraged to think and act as one people, as a nation entrusted with a sacred
mission.”138 Toasts in taverns served as another outlet in which colonists could express new
political affiliations or express protest. Colonists had long congregated in taverns for balls and
dinners in honor of the King’s birthday, to honor the day he had ascended the throne, and to
welcome new royal governors to the city. Beginning after the Stamp Act in 1764 the
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celebrations that occurred within taverns began to shift away from loyal sentiments toward more
critical and even rebellious affairs.
By taking a form of celebration intended to express patriotism and using it to articulate
opposition, Virginia patriots contributed to a tavern culture that increasingly fostered collective
opposition to Parliament. Through toasts patrons could express changing public opinion. After a
meeting regarding the passing of the Stamp Act, colonists from Portsmouth heard toasts that
condemned those who supported the Act. They still offered up loyal toasts to the King and the
royally-appointed governing body of Virginia, but the final toast expressed their opposition to
the “enemies of America.” This final toast was reported in the Gazette as: “May the free Sons of
Liberty ever enjoy their rights and privileges,” quickly followed by, “May the enemies of
America have no better subsistence than creehaans and bonny-clabber.”139 The meaning of
creehaans is uncertain, but a contemporary dictionary described bonny-clabber as sour
buttermilk, a thick gooey substance.140 Toasts like this ones—even if it only expressed a comical
form of opposition—still permitted increasingly politicized colonists to articulate their collective
dissatisfaction with the Stamp Act, even as the full lists of toasts also confirmed their loyalties to
the King.
Such equanimity was short-lived. After the formation of the Non-Importation
Association in the Raleigh Tavern in 1769, several members still drank a number of toasts to
King but seldom articulated any support for Parliament. Instead, the men toasted to “the
constitutional British Liberty in America, and all true patriots the supporters thereof.”141 While
political tensions rose and Virginians began to grapple with the question of independence, toasts
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to their mother country diminished markedly. The Boston Port Bill in 1774 and the dissolution
of the House of Burgesses by Governor Dunmore in the same year further reduced the number of
toasts to the Parliament offered up in Virginia taverns. When the dissolved Burgesses continued
to meet in the Raleigh Tavern, they still toasted to the good health to the King and royal family,
but expressed strongly critical assessments of Parliament. One toast called for “Great Britain to
reflect on her mistaken Principles, and relax from her despotick rule over her Children in
America,” while another called for the East India Company to feel the resentment of the people
as they acted the part of “Tools to the ministerial Oppression against their Fellow Subjects.”142
After the Revolution began, celebrations within taverns shifted towards celebrating
leaders of the patriot cause. In 1779 the Virginia Gazette published a notice of a celebration at
the Raleigh Tavern in honor of the birthday of George Washington, the “Commander in Chief of
the armies of the United States, the saviour of his country, and the brave asserter of the rights and
liberties of mankind.”143 Expressing further support for the Washington’s army, the keeper of
the Raleigh hosted a ball several months later celebrating the return of a detachment of the
cavalry, the Williamsburg Volunteers. “In harmony and cheerfulness,” many of Williamsburg’s
inhabitants “drank several patriotic toasts” to the return of the Volunteers.144 Balls and toasts
permitted inhabitants to show their support for the cause. Analyzing the shift from loyal
celebrations of the King to Virginia’s patriot leaders demonstrates how tavern activities became
more political and reflected patrons’ changing public opinion.
Taverns provided sites where colonists could gather together to drink, discuss, and debate
the matters of the day—and between the alcohol and the friendly company, Virginians felt
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increasingly inspired to voice strong sentiments against Parliament. In northern colonies
political activity within taverns centered in densely populated areas—most commonly urban
cities. Taverns in Virginia reflected those found in New York where they “opened up the public
world to New Yorkers and helped shape the coming of the Revolution,” but differed from their
northern counterparts, in that both Virginia’s rural and urban taverns housed political debates,
spurred activism among patrons, and existed as ad hoc public gathering places.
Taverns also hosted a large number of political meetings and associations. The formation
of political groups such as the Sons of Liberty were “reminiscent of the fraternal bond of tavern
clubs.”145 With its origins in the taverns of Northern cities like Philadelphia and New York, the
idea traveled down the coast to Virginia one Saturday evening in late March 1766, where
approximately thirty colonists gathered in a Norfolk tavern to discuss the political state of the
colony.146 By the end of the evening, they issued a called for the “Sons of Liberty” of the region
to meet at the Norfolk Courthouse several days later.147 “Unwilling to rivet the shackles of
slavery and oppression,” the Sons of Liberty produced six resolves against the Stamp Act.
Modeled after Patrick Henry’s 1765 Virginia Resolves, these expressed their loyalty to the King,
but insisted that without representation, their rights as English born subjects had been violated.
The resolves pledged their loyalty to the Sons of Liberty in other colonies to “defend and
preserve those invaluable blessings transmitted us by our ancestors.”148 Turning their attention
to the actual Stamp Act, the Sons of Liberty declared that whoever tried to impose the Stamp Act
would be deemed an enemy to Virginia. The committee and appointed a standing committee
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responsible for the correspondence with other Sons of Liberty groups in America. The
sociability of taverns gave the Sons of Liberty a place to meet and produce resolves that
challenged colonial and British authorities.
Consisting of a considerable number of tavern patrons, political meetings such as the
Sons of Liberty reflected a change in public opinion to support a strong defense against
Parliament’s infringement on American liberties. After the publication of the Norfolk Sons of
Liberty’s resolves in the Virginia Gazette, Colonel Richard Bland praised the committee for its
patriotic zeal stating, “Their uniting to defend the glorious cause of liberty must give every true
friend of the colonies the highest sentiments of their public virtue.”149 Bland further boasted,
“yet the noblest resolutions entered into by the Norfolk Sons of Liberty against the detestable
Stamp Act will remain lasting monuments of their patriotick spirit, and love of their country.”150
Acting outside of the governing body of Virginia, the Norfolk Sons of Liberty expressed their
dissatisfaction through political mobilization. Hatched from a tavern discussion and carried out
by political mobilization of the inhabitants of Norfolk and surrounding counties, the Norfolk
Sons of Liberty stood for the rights and liberties of the colonists as British Citizens. The social
culture surrounding taverns fostered political activism that revealed the public opinion of the
area’s inhabitants and encouraged a pro-revolutionary stance by the colonial government.
Some even appear to attribute the movement for severing ties with Great Britain to a
conversation in a public house in James City. In April 1776, the freeholders of James City
gathered in Isham Allen’s ordinary to discuss current events. Afterward, they composed a letter
of instructions to the county’s delegates to the Fifth Virginia Convention, Robert Carter Nicholas
and William Norvell. The freeholders requested the delegates “to exert your utmost ability, in
149
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next Convention, towards dissolving the connexion between America and Great Britain, totally,
finally, and irrevocably.”151 Meeting in a tavern, the freeholders of James City attempted to
shape the coming of Revolution by influencing the policy makers of Virginia.
Taverns not only promoted political meetings of freeholders, but served as meeting
places for extra-political associations of policy makers as well. Patrick Henry, newly elected
from Hanover County, organized a private meeting after arriving in Williamsburg in 1765.
Taking advantage of tavern space, since none of these men resided locally, “Mr. Henry, Colonel
Munford and Mr. George Johnston … privately met and formed those Resolutions which they
produced and supported in the House.”152 The meeting between the “Young, hot, and Giddy
Members,” produced seven resolves against the Stamp Act, four of which the House officially
signed despite opposition from key members, including the speaker of the house.153
Public houses provided a space away from royally-appointed officials where questions
regarding the rights and liberties of the colonies could be discussed. Henry’s extra-political
association produced resolves that challenged the authority of Great Britain. Henry’s Virginia
Resolves included the notion that Virginians’ rights as Englishmen traveled with them to the new
colonies and had been confirmed twice before, and that taxation of the people “by themselves, or
by persons chosen by themselves to represent them … must themselves be affected by every tax
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laid on the people,” and that Virginians had always maintained this right.154 The final three
resolves, arguably the most revolutionary in thought, argued that the General Assembly, with the
consent of the King, maintained the sole right to tax “those inhabitants of this Colony” being
“not bound to yield to Obedience to any Law or Ordinance” not passed by the Virginia General
Assembly and any person who disagrees “shall be Deemed, AN ENEMY OF THIS HIS
MAJESTY’S COLONY.”155 Upon reading his resolves, Patrick Henry further stated he “Did not
Doubt but some good american would stand up, in favour of his Country.”156 Calling upon good
Americans, Patrick Henry urged colonists who considered themselves “noble” to stand up for
their rights and liberties. Patrick Henry’s introduction of the resolves, as Edmund Morgan and
Helen Morgan have asserted, “constituted a challenge to the established leaders of the House of
Burgesses,” thus creating a rift between the gentlemen of Virginia.157
Instead of formal committees established by the General Assembly, informal committees
of Burgesses formed within taverns to shape revolutionary resolves and establish new
committees that would encourage revolutionary activity. The Committee of Correspondence
contained both royal appointed Councilors and elected House of Burgesses members and dealt
with correspondence with Great Britain. Thomas Jefferson believed that the older leading
members of the government were not “up to the point of forwardness and zeal which the times
required,” and called for meeting in the Raleigh Tavern to consult on the state of affairs.158
Finding the state of affairs in the colonies in disarray, Jefferson and a number of Burgesses set to
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work drafting a new Committee of Correspondence that would create a network amongst the
colonies. The members meeting in the tavern attempted to remove any loyalist sentiments from
the Committee by suggesting the new Committee be solely composed of elected Burgesses and
promoted the intercommunication between the colonies by suggesting each colony sending a
deputy to a meeting at “some central place,” to collaborate on “the direction of measures which
should be taken.”159 The new Committee brought to the forefront the most urgent measure of
uniting the American colonies against Britain.160
Deciding that creating a Committee for intercommunication between the colonies was
crucial in creating a united defense against Great Britain, the delegates’ tavern meeting drafted
resolutions for the official establishment of the new Committee of Correspondence. The meeting
elected Dabney Carr to propose them to the House of Burgesses on March 12, 1773. Upon the
House’s approval, the Committee drafted and sent a letter to the remaining American colonies
urging the establishment of Committees of Correspondence within their respective colonies.
Other colonial legislatures praised this move for the Burgesses’ “Vigilance, firmness, and
wisdom which they discovered at all Times in Support of the Rights and Liberties of the
American Colonies,” as the delegates in Massachusetts described it.161 Responding to Virginia’s
call for the establishment of a network of correspondence, all of the colonies’ assemblies except
Pennsylvania appointed committees—and many of them met in taverns.162
Taverns not only hosted informal meetings of small groups of Burgesses, but also on
occasion housed the House of Burgesses when that body began to resist Parliament’s new laws.
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After Parliament passed the Townshend Duties in November 1767, which called for “new duties
on printers’ colors, tea, glass, and paper … with which Parliament intended to pay the salaries of
royal colonial officers,” the Raleigh’s Apollo room became the new chamber where the House of
Burgesses met and carried out its regular function as a legislative body—in direct opposition to
the wishes of the royally appointed colonial governor, Norborne Berkeley.163 Newly appointed
Berkeley had assumed the position with the instructions “to suspend any member of the Council
who disagreed with him” on the authority of Parliament, and to dissolve the Burgesses if they
“refused to withdraw from their anti-Parliamentary position.”164 The House of Burgesses passed
three resolves denouncing the Townshend duties; the next day Berkeley asked for the Speaker
and the House of Burgesses to met in the Council Chamber. “Mr. Speaker, and Gentlemen of the
House of Burgesses, I have heard of your Resolves, and augur ill of their Effect: You have made
it my Duty to dissolve you; and you are dissolved accordingly.”165 Undeterred, they made their
way up Duke of Gloucester Street to the Raleigh Tavern and reconvened in the Apollo Room
(one of the only spaces large enough to house their full number), for they judged it necessary
“that some Measure should be taken in their distressed Situation, for preserving the true and
essential Interests of the Colony.”166 Within the tavern’s ballroom, the Burgesses determined to
proceed with their business as usual, albeit with a strong anti-Parliament emphasis. They
adopted non-importation resolutions, written by George Mason and introduced to the House by
George Washington.167 The resolutions called for Virginians to turn their manufacturing and
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consumer interests elsewhere and to boycott a long list of British manufactured items. Ninetyfour of the 116 members of the dissolved House of Burgesses signed these resolves.
Although the boycott against British goods subsided, the tavern meeting spurred political
activism and encouraged a pro-revolutionary stance to be taken by the colonial government of
Virginia. “The flame of liberty” sparked by the House of Burgesses in the Raleigh Tavern, as
Richard Henry Lee recalled, “burns bright and clear … The Americans from one end of the
Continent to the other, appear too wise, too brave, and too much too honest, to be either talked,
terrified, or bribed from the assertion of just equitable, and long possessed rights.”168 The
remnant session of the House of Burgesses, meeting in the Raleigh Tavern, produced a NonImportation Association that would further the protest against the unconstitutional acts of
Parliament they deemed unconstitutional. The association entered into the agreement that they
would “promote and encourage industry and frugality,” by not importing any “Manner of Goods,
Merchandise, or Manufactures” that “shall thereafter be taxed by Act of Parliament, for the
Purpose of raising a Revenue in America.” Further, the association agreed that the subscribers
would not “import any Slaves, or purchase any imported.” 169 The association encouraged the
subscribers to pay strict adherence to the agreement in hope that their “Example will induce the
good People of the Colony to be frugal in the Use and Consumption of British Manufactures.”170
Meeting in a tavern the dissolved House of Burgesses were able to enter into a pro-revolutionary
agreement separate from the royally-appointed officials in Virginia. The subscribers of the
association influenced public opinion and helped to establish a pro-revolutionary stance by the
inhabitants of Virginia.
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The House of Burgesses once again used the Raleigh Tavern to spur political activism by
establishing another association after the passing of the Boston Port Bill in 1774. Upon hearing
news about the Bill, Thomas Jefferson, Patrick Henry, Richard Henry Lee, Francis L. Lee met in
the Council Chamber to discuss their sympathies for the port city. The meeting produced a
resolution calling for what Thomas Jefferson phrased as “a day of fasting, humiliation and
prayer, to implore Heaven to avert from us the evils of civil war, to inspire us with firmness in
support of our rights, and to turn the hearts of the King and Parliament to moderation and
justice.”171 Asking the publishers of the Virginia Gazette to publish the resolves in the
newspaper, the Burgesses deemed the first of June 1774 as a fast day. In a near-repeat of the
earlier incident with Governor Berkeley, Governor Dunmore summoned the House of Burgesses
to the Council Chamber. “I have in my hand,” Governor Dunmore addressed them while
holding the issue of the Gazette, “a paper published by order if your House, conceived in such
terms as reflects highly upon his Majesty, and the Parliament of Great Britain, which makes it
necessary for me to dissolve you; and you are dissolved accordingly.”172
The Governor’s decision to dissolve the House deprived them from giving their
“countrymen the advice” which they “wished to convey to them in a legislative capacity.”
Instead, the eighty-nine Burgesses drafted an association in the only space they had left; one of
the public rooms at the Raleigh Tavern.173 Subscribers to the association agreed not to “purchase
or use any kind of East India commodity whatsoever” until the grievances of America were
redressed.174 Like the previous association in 1767, this one recommended resolutions to the
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other colonies that the Burgesses thought fit to secure their rights and liberty. They insisted that
the taxes imposed on them by Parliament without their consent reduced all of the inhabitants of
British America to “slavery”: they proclaimed the recent Act of Parliament closing the Boston
Harbor as an act which “most arbitrarily deprives them of their property, in wharfs erected by
private persons … a most dangerous attempt to destroy the constitutional liberty and rights of all
North America”; they called for a boycott of all tea and other materials imported by the East
India Trading Company; and stated that an attack on a sister colony was an attempt of forced
submission, “is an attack made on all British America, and threatens ruin to the rights of all,
unless the united wisdom of the whole is applied.”175 In an attempt to further unite the colonies
against the oppression of Parliament, the Burgesses called for a meeting of a general congress, in
which all the colonies would be represented.176
Providing a public space for delegates, freeholders, and the general public to meet,
taverns grew in political importance and became central to fostering patriotic sentiments in
Virginia during the Revolutionary era. Public houses assumed political prominence as many
influential people, committees, and associations used them as meeting places to shape public
opinion and spread revolutionary ideas separate from royally-appointed officials. By placing
public houses at the center of discussions concerning the colonies’ relationship to Great Britain,
the importance of taverns emerges in a new sense. Taverns not only provided lodging travelers,
but also helped to foster collective action that would eventually draw the colony’s inhabitants
into a fight for liberties.
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In many ways, the role of taverns in Virginians’ lives did not change much throughout
the eighteenth century; they remained crucial to sociability and the communication of news, as
well providing shelter for travelers. But many of the activities that took place there, as well as
the meetings they hosted and the news they discussed, now became far more political. Taverns’
promotion of commerce and accommodations—lodging, sales, ballrooms, food, drink, and
gaming—attracted a clientele that crossed all ranks of society; as a result, those who found
themselves drawn to the revolutionary cause probably did so, at least at some point, from within
Virginia taverns. Gathered there, patrons learned about current news and engaged in
conversations about the changing views of their neighbors about the colonies’ relationship to
Great Britain. Increasingly, taverns became politicized and became used for a large number of
politically-inflected meetings, associations, petitions, and the writing of resolves—and, last but
not least, changes in public opinion as measured by the toasts they voiced while drinking their
rum and ale.
As political upheaval transformed the colony, taverns became public spaces where
neighbors debated political affiliations. As Chapter Three shows, churches also changed in
public use as the pre-revolutionary crisis proceeded. If they had long been contested sites
throughout the Great Awakening, both dissenting and Anglican churches, like taverns, became
political institutions for the debate of revolutionary ideals and the spread of new ideas about
church and state throughout Virginia.
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The Politicizing of Churches, 1765-1783
With churches being one of the largest buildings in most eighteenth-century towns, they,
alongside taverns, often became centers of political activity. Whereas taverns primarily
promoted more relaxed conversations and camaraderie among their patrons, a camaraderie that
transformed during the Revolutionary crisis, churches—specifically those that belonged to the
Church of England—did not typically promote relaxed conservations. Instead they existed as
places where the structure of Virginia’s society was upheld and information was dispersed
throughout the congregation from a top-down approach through ministers and their sermons. As
the colonies’ relationship with Great Britain soured, social institutions such as churches became
all the more crucial in helping to spur pre-revolutionary action and ultimately a strong prorevolutionary stance by the colonial government in Virginia.
Analyzing churches—both Anglican and dissenting—during the Revolutionary era
reveals the intertwined nature of religion and politics. Only after the ratification of the
Constitution, with its establishment clause, would church and state remain two wholly separate
entities—and even then it took years to iron out the details of that separation. The same men
who maintained a seat on the parish vestry were also a part of the ruling elite; during the
Revolutionary era, as earlier, both spheres influenced one another.177 Political leaders and
clergymen often found themselves using their positions to influence both political and
ecclesiastical matters. As patriot leaders fought for political independence, religion also became
a battleground. Churches were not only another place where political ideas about liberty got
discussed; they became a battleground for ideas about religious independence from the
established church and the Crown.
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This chapter explores the interconnections between religion, politics, churches, and
activism. First, it will analyze the ways churches were used during the pre-revolutionary crisis to
unite Virginians in prayer and house the provisional government. Subsequently the controversy
over establishing an episcopate to separate Anglican churches from the Church of England
shows another way Virginians used the sphere of religion to declare independence from Great
Britain. Further, I will explore the ways the role of both Anglican and dissenting ministers
influenced the political realm and how their position within society gave them the opportunity to
spread ideas that promoted and undermined Virginia’s revolutionary activism. In juxtaposition
to taverns—whose activities often crossed the social spectrum and fostered collective action,
churches served as a center of authority within their communities. Capitalizing on their
authority, churches throughout Virginia could demand that people follow their lead while also
spreading revolutionary ideas to their congregants.
While Virginia moved towards the war for independence, the colony contained a growing
number of people who opposed the Anglican Church. As we saw in Chapter One, the Great
Awakening had ushered in increasing numbers of dissenting congregations. By the time of the
Revolutionary War, as John Ragosta has contended, “dissenters represented a significant
percentage of the population—likely between one-sixth and one-third” of the total population,
with the majority located in western Virginia.178 These dissenters often represented a very
different clientele than tavern regulars, and denounced all vices typically found within those
walls.179 As a result, Virginia’s patriot leaders faced difficulties in spreading revolutionary ideas
among dissenters and throughout the colony. Baptists preached self-control to their followers
and encouraged men to come forward and ask forgiveness for “Geting angry Tho in Defense of
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himself in Despute.”180 In addition, Baptists often frowned upon physical aggression, even
questioning “whether it is Lawfull for Christians to take up arms upon any occasion.”181 As the
colonies began to discuss the possibility of war with Great Britain, Virginia’s revolutionary
leaders knew the colony needed a united effort for the Revolution to succeed, and thus began a
series of negotiations that promised religious freedom—that is, the disestablishment of the
Church of England from the state—in exchange for dissenters’ support.
The impending conflict brought dissenting sects the political leverage they needed in
order to secure religious freedom. Due to the support given by Samuel Davies and the
Presbyterians to the colony earlier in the century, some sects had already secured religious
toleration. Religious toleration allowed for them to meet as long as their ministers obtained
proper licenses to preach and their congregants conformed “themselves to the rules prescribed by
the Act of Toleration in England, by taking the oaths enjoyed thereby and registering the places
of their meeting, and behave themselves peaceably towards the government.”182 With these
restrictions placed upon them, even those dissenting ministers who had gained a measure of
toleration still did not have the religious liberty they desired, nor an equality alongside the
Church of England. All Virginians were still required to pay mandatory taxes to maintain the
established church, support the erection of new churches, and fund the salaries of the
clergymen.183 As Virginians questioned their rights under the British Parliament, many
dissenting sects found parallel ways to also question their rights under the control of the colonial
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legislature. Presbyterian minister Caleb Wallace contemplated what would be the difference
between in dissenters’ freedoms if Virginia gained independence from Great Britain. As his
nineteenth-century biographer described, Wallace noted that the Virginia Assembly planned to
“continue the Old Church Establishment,” thus leading him to question, “If this is continued,
what great advantage from being independent of Great Britain?”184 By using their support for
patriot efforts as a lever, dissenters used the perceived need for a united front to gain religious
freedoms from the revolutionary leaders.
Dissenters used the promise of collective mobilization of their congregants as a tool to
sway political leaders’ opinions. In August of 1775, the Baptists petitioned the General
Assembly to allow their ministers to “celebrate divine worship, and preach to the Soldiers, or
exhort, from time to time, as the various operations of the military service may permit.”185
Representing a “brave and spirited people,” the Baptists asserted the importance of their support,
stating that many Baptists had enlisted as soldiers already and “many more were ready to do so.”
Realizing the essential role Baptists could take in filling Virginia’s ranks, the General Assembly
granted permission for their ministers to preach without fear of abuse.186 Another Baptist
petition from Prince William County advocated for the freedom to worship God in their own
way, “without interruption,” and “to be married, buried and the like, without paying the Parson.”
In exchange for these concessions, the Baptists would “gladly unite with our Brethren of other
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denominations, and to the utmost of our ability promote the common cause of Freedom, always
praying for your welfare & success.”187
Not all calls for religious freedom came from religious groups per se. A 1776 petition
from the Augusta County militia complained that “Attempts, unnatural, cruel, and unjust, to rob
us of our most valuable rights and privileges, have roused almost all America to defend them,
forgetting the illiberal treatment which a difference in religious sentiment, in some misguided
placed, has produced.” The militiamen further asserted “their unanimity has made them
formidable to their enemies,” a unanimity that would be “ever preserved by giving equal liberty
to them all.” Indeed, they concluded that if those rights were withheld, the consequences “may
shake this continent, and demolish provinces.”188 The militia’s petitioners went on to assert that
they desired the “Honorable Legislature” to separate civil and ecclesiastic authority to officially
“blot out every vestige of British Tyranny and Bondage.”189 It was not only dissenters who
favorably accepted Article 16 of the Declaration of Independence, which asserted that “all men
are equally entitled to the free exercise” of religion.190 Deeming the article “the rising Sun of
religious Liberty” that relieved them “from a long Night of ecclesiastic Bondage,” residents of
Prince Edward County urged the General Assembly to “go on to complete what is so nobly
begun; raise religious as well as civil Liberty to the zenith of Glory.” Incidents like these suggest
that religious freedom had wide popularity even beyond dissenting communities; colonists
equated the granting of religious freedoms to independence from Britain’s tyrannical grasp.
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Equating religious liberty and freedom to civic and military support, the petitioners of the
General Assembly used their support for revolutionary leaders in order to gain religious
freedoms. As Virginia and the American colonies moved towards independence and ultimately
became involved in the military conflict, revolutionary leaders granted dissenting groups
religious freedoms otherwise not granted to them. Virginia’s dissenting groups, alongside the
Anglican Church, promoted revolutionary action and ultimately a strong revolutionary
government seeing these two as intertwined with their goal of religious liberty.
As the colonies struggled to obtain the rights and liberties granted to them as Englishmen,
Virginians closely identified this political struggle to the controversy of establishing an
American episcopate—that is the establishment of an American bishopric.191 Several attempts
by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts had sparked controversy in the
North; prior to 1770, no similar attempts had been advanced in Virginia.192 But with a revival of
attention to the cause, the clergy of Virginia proposed a meeting to discuss “the Expediency of
an Application to proper Authority for an American Episcopate” in June of 1771.193 Of the
approximately one hundred clergymen in Virginia, only twelve attended the meeting—but the
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attendees deemed the number sufficient.194 The convention decided to “apply for the hand of the
majority of the clergy of the colony” in the form of a petition. After the petition gained a
majority of signatures from Virginia clergymen, the committee would then send the petition to
the bishop of London with a request for the bishop to then present it to the King on their
behalf.195 The establishment of an American episcopate was seen as a solution to “disordered
state of the Anglican church in face of a rising tide of popular religious dissent,” as Rhys Isaac
had contended.196 Installing a bishop would have extended the authority of the Crown—through
and an American bishop—over the Church of England in Virginia.
This proposal soon provoked protests which on the opposing side of the resolution, two
William and Mary professors, Reverend Thomas Gwatkin, professor of mathematics and natural
philosophy, and Reverend Samuel Henley, professor of moral philosophy, took to the Virginia
Gazette with their formal protests, in turn sparking a paper war over the issue of an American
Episcopate. Gwatkin and Henley’s protest outlined seven reasons for their opposition, most of
which dealt with representation. In the wake of more than six years of arguments over
representation in Parliament, these two writers questioned whether “twelve Clergymen are a
sufficient representation of so large a Body.”197 The establishment of an American episcopate
would grant a bishop jurisdiction over British colonies; would such a figure revolve concerns, or
create new problems of representation for each of those areas?
Gwatkin and Henley framed their argument in familiar terms, insisting that Virginians
must seek to protect “the natural Rights and fundamental Laws of the said Colonies, without
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their consent and Approbation.” But they also confirmed the importance of the standing
authority in the colony, claiming that it would be inappropriate to make an application without
the consent of the Governor, Council, and Representation of the House of Burgesses. To avoid
doing so, they wrote, would be a “Usurpation directly repugnant to the Rights of Mankind.”198
Gwatkin and Henley sought to preserve American rights and liberties, but also recognized the
authority of the governing body of Virginia and insisted that their authority be taken into
consideration.
Conflict over the establishment of an American episcopate politicized the church over a
series of claims about representation and the preservation of American rights and liberties that
paralleled a contemporary conversation about the political rights of the colonists. Articles
flooded the Virginia Gazette debating the question.199 Reverends Richard Hewitt and William
Bland, who had helped to lead that initial convention of twelve, pursued the matter injured
rights: “But is it probable that Bishops sent to America, on our Plan, will be disposed to injure
the Americans?” The answer, they believed, was “Why, Yes … As the Right of appointing them
is vested in the Crown, and will … be delegated to a Ministry, whose Sentiments have ever
appeared extremely hostile and inimical to the common Rights of Mankind.” They believed the
ministry would appoint a “Person of blind Submission and unlimited Obedience who should
never feel any Remorse in executing what they, in their Omnipotence, should command of him,”
just as Parliament had appointed dutiful tax collectors and customs agents. Given the present
political situation, the idea of an extension of the Crown in the form of an American bishop
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naturally raised larger questions about American rights and liberties.200 The battle over the
establishment of an episcopate offered yet another way for Virginians to debate concerns
regarding representation and their civil and religious rights. Would an American bishop solve
the problem of representation, or raise new concerns? As this debate unfolded, it gave
Virginians yet another way to make connections between political and religious liberties—no
matter where they fell on the question.
Church and state remained largely intertwined throughout the political crisis. After news
of the establishment of the Boston Port Bill—a hard response by Parliament to political rebellion
that shut down trade and the harbor in that city—reached Williamsburg in May 1774, Thomas
Jefferson and fellow Burgesses Patrick Henry, Richard Henry Lee, and Francis L. Lee met in the
Council Chambers to arouse the “people from the lethargy into which they had fallen,” with a
resolution to present to the House of Burgesses.201 Introduced to the House shortly thereafter,
the resolution declared their apprehension of the “great Dangers to be derived to British America,
from the hostile Invasion of the City of Boston, in our Sister Colony of Massachusetts Bay.”202
In an attempt to convey their support for and sympathies with Massachusetts, this resolution
called for the first of June “be set apart by the Members of this House as a Day of Fasting,
Humiliation, and Prayer, devoutly to implore the divine Interposition for averting the heavy
Calamity, which threatens Destruction to our civil Rights, and the Evils of civil War.” The
committee hoped the resolution would call attention to the alarming situation and unite
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Virginians in sympathy. After passing through the House of Burgesses, the publishers of the
Virginia Gazette published the announcement of a fast day.203 The explicitly political act did not
go unnoticed by Parliament’s official. Infuriated, the royally appointed Governor Dunmore
summoned the House of Burgesses to the Council Chamber and dissolved them as a legislative
body.
Even after dissolution, the Burgesses tied together religious and political symbols to
express their opposition to the Crown.204 On the first of June the honorable “Speaker, with as
many Members of the late Assembly as were in Town, with the Citizens of Williamsburg
assembled at the Courthouse and went in Procession to the Church.”205 As the procession
marched through Duke of Gloucester Street to Bruton Church, the citizens of Williamsburg and
the Burgesses followed behind the Speaker of House who marched holding the mace, a symbol
of political authority.206 The use of a mace in the American Colonies served “as a common
symbol of the British King’s authority in his possessions overseas,” as Silvio Bedini
explained.207 Indeed, the King had sent the mace to the colonies to symbolize his authority to the
leaders of Virginia; there, the royally appointed Governor presented it to the Speaker-elect within
the House of Burgesses to confirm his position and endow that position with the King’s will.
After the Governor had presented the Speaker with the mace, the House then placed it “up upon
the table when the House was in formal session and the Speaker was in the chair.”208 But on this
day in 1774 its symbolic connection to the Crown was severed. With the mace in hand, the
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Speaker of the House marched with citizens of Williamsburg to the church—asserting an abrupt
change in authority at the same time that they sought the perceived righteousness of religious
sites and symbols to undergird that authority.
Despite the abrupt break in authority, churches throughout Virginia followed the wishes
of the dissolved Burgesses in holding a fast day. George Mason, a burgess from Fairfax,
recommended that parishes throughout the state to follow the example set forth by burgesses to
spend the day in prayer.209 In his letter to Martin Cockburn, Mason instructed his children to
adhere to the fast. Mason charged “them to pay strict attention to it, and that I desire my three
eldest sons, and my two eldest daughters, may attend church in the mourning.”210 On the
Northern Neck of Virginia Philip Fithian reported that his local parson relayed information to his
congregation information about the state of affairs involving both Boston and the dissolved
Burgesses’ resolution for “a general & solemn fast to be observed thro’ this whole Colony.”211
Comparable services and sermons took place in Fredericksburg, where the inhabitants observed
the fast and “repaired to Church and heard an excellent Sermon preached by the Reverend James
Marye.”212 Similar to taverns where political discourse flowed freely, ministers of both the
Anglican Church and dissenting sects preached sermons suitable for the occasion. Finding
“every Christian Patriot ought to show himself on the occation,” dissenting sects, like the
Meherrin Baptist Church encouraged their members to observe the days of fasting and prayer
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while their pastor preached “a sermon on the occation.”213 Through attendance at fast days,
Virginians expressed their support for the political cause and the governing body of Virginia.
Fast days became a prominent way for revolutionary political institutions to ally their
cause with a sense of religious righteousness. With war with Great Britain looming, both the
Continental Congress and Virginia’s revolutionary government called for further unity in this
way. Due to the “present critical, alarming, and calamitous state of affairs” the Continental
Congress recommended to all thirteen colonies to observe a fast day on July 20, 1775. The
Congress hoped colonist would use the day to “implore the merciful interposition of
ALMIGHTY GOD for our deliverance, and a happy reconciliation with the parent state, on the
terms constitutional and honorable to both.”214 Issued after the Battle of Lexington and Concord,
the second day the Continental Congress declared May 17, 1776 a fast day to “animate our
officers and soldiers with invincible fortitude, to guard and protect them in the day of battle, and
to crown the continental arms by sea and land with victory and success.”215 The Congress called
for yet two more fast days in 1777 and 1779, to pray for causes similar to those of the 1776
fast.216 Fast days continued to be one important way that Virginians could display their loyalty
to the revolutionary cause in a way that anchored it to religious observance.217
Observing fast days was not simply a gesture among colonists; eager revolutionaries
mocked or attacked their neighbors for failing to attend those services and therefore expressing
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opposition to the cause. A disgruntled observer made it known to readers of the Virginia Gazette
that while “a sermon suitable to the day was preached at Blandford Church by Rev. William
Harison, to a crowded audience,” on May 17, 1776, Richard Hanson had entertained a number of
gentlemen at his home instead of attending the sermon.218 As a result of this report, Hanson and
others were formally brought in front of a committee under the complaint of “having willfully
violated an order of the Continental Congress respecting the late FAST.”219 Hanson denied the
charges and insisted that he hoped “the present contest may be ended with honour and advantage
to the United Colonies of America.”220 The observer who levied the complaint against Hanson
recognized the connection between observance of fast days and political affiliations; thus the
complaint portrayed Hanson as loyal to Great Britain.
Ministers who opposed the rebellion likewise saw the close connection between religion
and politics. Unlike Hanson who later proclaimed his loyalties to the United States, the
Reverend James Herdman, rector of the Bromfield Parish in Culpepper County, refused to
preach “a sermon upon the occasion” claiming it “was inconsistent with his duty to his Majesty,
and imagined the people would not stop at this.” His outward defiance of the Continental
Congress caused a committee in Culpepper to summon him to the courthouse. Once again the
Reverend refused to obey. He claimed “the committee had no authority to call him before them,
neither had the Congress any authority to appoint a fast, that power being only in the King and
Clergy.” He further denied the colonists’ right to refute acts passed by the King or Parliament
and proclaimed that he would not look to America for protection but instead to the King and
Parliament. Herdman’s defiance of both the Continental Congress and the Culpepper committee
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resulted in him being “publicly advertised as a person inimical to American liberty”; as a result,
they suspended his right to preach in any of the churches within the parish.221 The examples of
both Hanson and Reverend Herdman demonstrate that without a clear separation of church and
state, actions within the religious sphere were seen as outward expressions of political
affiliations.
Just as taverns had housed meetings amongst dissolved Burgesses, the Committee of
Correspondence, and other groups, churches served as meeting places for fostering revolutionary
ideas and actions. Often some of the largest buildings in towns, churches provided enough space
to host political gatherings. Chosen as the site of both the Second and Third Virginia
Conventions, the Henrico Parish Church in Richmond—later named St. John’s—became
politicized by Virginia’s revolutionary leaders. The church, once seen as an extension of the
Crown’s authority, became instead associated with Virginia’s revolutionary government.
After the dissolution of the House of Burgesses, the church became the new chamber that
housed the meetings of Virginia’s provisional government starting in March of 1775. Counties
sent their elected delegates with their firm support for them to consider them and their
countrymen in “the execution of such measures as may appear to the majority of their deputies
… wise, and necessary to secure and perpetuate the ancient, just, and legal rights, of this country,
and of British America.”222 Following the procedure of the House of Burgesses, the delegates
continued to include religion alongside their governmental activities; they began their session by
electing Peyton Randolph as President, John Tazewell as clerk, and passed a resolution asking
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Miles Seldon, rector of Henrico Parish, to read prayers each day.223 Continuing in the opening
days of new assembly, the delegates spent their time discussing the proceedings of the
Continental Congress. Approving the proceedings, the convention passed a resolution giving
their “warmest Thanks” to “the honorable Peyton Randolph Esq; Richard Henry Lee, George
Washington, Patrick Henry Junr. Richard Bland, Benjamin Harrison, and Edmund Pendleton”
for their representation of Virginia in the General Congress.224 By meeting at St. John’s Church,
Virginia’s revolutionary government gained the use of an appropriately large building but also
gained some measure of authority as well.
With the use of St. John’s Church as a venue for revolutionary conventions, congregants
looked to the church as a place to foster political stances against Great Britain. Calling for
mobilization, Patrick Henry introduced three resolutions to the Convention that dealt with the
defense of Virginia. The first contending that a well-regulated militia, composed of both yeomen
and gentlemen, would “forever render it unnecessary for the Mother Country to keep among us
for the purpose of our Defence any standing Army … always subversive … and dangerous to the
Liberties of the People.”225 The establishment of the militia at that time, the second resolution
urged, remained necessary for the protection of not only the country, but of the government to
continue to meet and make provisions to secure their “inestimable Rights & Liberties from those
further Violations.”226 The third resolution called for Virginia “be immediately put into a
posture of Defence” and for the appointment of a committee “to prepare a Plan for embodying,
arming, and disciplining such a Number of Men as may be sufficient for that purpose.”227
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Patrick Henry then stood to the east of the nave and delivered an oration in support of his
resolutions.228
Serving the community as a public place to convene, St. John’s Church became a place
where congregants gathered on alternate days to worship and to hear the political proceedings of
the Convention. As the Convention took place, the courtyard surrounding the building swarmed
with congregants listening intently through open windows and doors. In support of his
resolutions Henry cried, “I repeat it, sir, we must fight! An appeal to arms and to God of Hosts
is all that is left us!” in what became his most famous oration in defense of his resolutions.229
Henry asserted that “Gentlemen may cry, peace, peace—but there is no peace. The war is
actually begun!” He questioned, “Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased at the
price of chains and slavery?” and concluded, “Forbid it, Almighty God! —I know not what
course others may take; but as for me, give me liberty, or give me death!”230 One gentleman,
Edward Carrington, listened through an open window and reportedly exclaimed afterward,
“Right here I wish to be buried.”231 Another listener equated Henry’s final call for liberty or
death to a “shout of the leader which turns back the rout of battle.” This listener remembered
that he became “sick with excitement” and that other listeners “looked beside themselves.”232
While the Convention used the church to further political activism by Virginia’s provisional
government, political proceedings, like Henry’s oration, helped to spread pro-revolutionary ideas
to spectating Virginians.
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Shortly after the Second Convention, Virginia’s revolutionary government once again
politicized St. John’s Church in an effort to establish order in Virginia in the absence of the royal
governor. After military violence erupted in Massachusetts in April 1775, and an uneasy about
the activities planned by Virginia’s revolutionaries, Lord Dunmore removed ammunition from
the magazine in Williamsburg and fled to the H.M.S. Fowley off the coast of Yorktown.233 In
the wake of his departure, John Randolph once again called the delegates to St. John’s in July
1775. The Third Convention discussed the present state of the Colony and the problem of
defense and resolved “that a sufficient armed Force be immediately raised and embodied, under
the Officers for the Defence and protection” of the colony, resulting in the establishment of the
Committee of Safety, chaired by Edmund Pendleton, to govern in the absence of the royal
governor and to conduct the business of war.234 In addition, the Third Convention responded to a
petition from the Virginia Baptist Association by granting religious tolerance by permitting them
to preach to dissenting soldiers.235
Viewing the political and religious revolutions in tandem, the Third Convention—
meeting at an Anglican church—demonstrated the intertwined nature of the church and the
revolutionary government. By granting tolerance towards dissenting sects in the pursuit of
independence from Great Britain, the provisional government gained support both politically and
militarily by giving religious and political protection from persecution. Churches became central
gathering places not only for religious service, but fiery political rhetoric that sang of rights and
liberties. Such political meetings anchored the established church to the revolutionary cause.
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The ongoing political struggle between the colonies and Great Britain encouraged the
Convention to declare Virginia independent within the religious sphere as well as the political.
With the thirteen colonies grappling with the idea of independence from Great Britain, many
churches distanced themselves from the Mother Country by a change in prayers recited in church
services. They believed this would remove the Crown’s influence in church services. The
Convention decided to omit “O Lord save the king” and the sentences in the litany that requested
protection for the royal family from the morning and evening services. Furthermore, the
Convention changed the communion prayer which acknowledge the authority of the King and
instead prayed to the “Almighty and everlasting God” to “beseech thee so to dispose and govern
the hearts of all the magistrates of this commonwealth; that in all their thoughts, words, and
works, they may evermore seek thy honour and glory, and study to preserve thy people
committed to their charge, in wealth, peace, and godliness.” The Convention also replaced the
“prayer for the king’s majesty” with a prayer that prayed over the magistrates of the
Commonwealth to grant them strength to “overcome all their enemies.”236 Through the change
in the common prayers, Virginians began to see religion as an independent entity from the
Crown.
In an effort to further emancipate Virginia from Great Britain, the new General Assembly
used churches as a way of spreading news about a new oath of allegiance. A year after the
signing of the Declaration of Independence, the Assembly passed an act obligating all free born
male inhabitants over sixteen to pledge their allegiance to Virginia and the United States of
America. Stating that allegiance and protection are reciprocal, the act stated that in order to gain
protection from the state in the current crisis, freeborn male inhabitants must pledge their
allegiance before the tenth day of following October. Taken in front of one of the justices of the
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peace in one’s region, the oath asked men to renounce all allegiance to the King, his heirs, and
his successors. The man continued to promise that he “will be faithful and bear true allegiance to
the commonwealth of Virginia, as a free and independent state,” and would do nothing that
would “be prejudicial or injurious to the freedom and independence thereof.” He further vowed
to make known all treasonous or traitorous activities against the United States of America.
Using churches as an outlet to spread word of the oath, the act requested that every minister in
Virginia, as well as the sheriffs in every county, read the act immediately following the service at
church or meeting house where they officiated; to fail to do so resulted in a fine.237
In churches ideas spread less from a conversational atmosphere that was found in taverns
and instead from a top-down approach through ministers and the General Assembly. Both
institutions served the revolutionary cause, but taverns could rile people into a revolutionary
fervor, while churches could demand that people follow their lead. The Assembly used the
church’s authority to instruct the populace at large, and by doing so they could expect at least a
good portion of those people to follow. Historian John Ragosta found that between fifty and
seventy-five percent of Anglican ministers in Virginia supported the Revolution.238 The General
Assembly not only used the church as an outlet to spread revolutionary acts, as portrayed through
the Oath of Allegiance, but ministers also used the pulpit and their position as religious leaders to
spread revolutionary discourse in support of independence and later, war with Great Britain.
Using their pulpit and their leading role in the community, ministers expressed support
for the American cause. Commenting on the state of religion in 1776, Nicholas Cresswell
commented that the Parsons found in Virginia “pretended to preach” and remained “mere
retailers of politics, sowers of sedition and rebellion,” and served “to blow the cole of discord
237
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and excite the people to arms.”239 Giving truth to Cresswell’s statement, Reverend David
Griffith of Shelburne Parish preached a sermon in December of 1775 that “defined the bounds of
obedience to civil authority.”240 “It is high time that the mists of errour should be removed from
the eyes of every American, from every friend to truth and justice; that while selfish and
unworthy motives actuate some, others may not be prevented, by bigotry, from uniting in the
most important cause that ever engaged their concern,” he told his congregants. While Griffith
did not intend to become a “mover of sedition” and did not think it appropriate for the Church
“and the character of a minister of the gospel to inspirit rebellion and foment disorder and
confusion,” and thought it his duty to “remove every impediment from the progress of truth and
justice to espouse the cause of humanity and the common rights of mankind.”241 Although not
actively supporting a war, Reverend Griffith sought to emphasize Britain’s infringement on the
rights due to Americans.
Other ministers were more explicit in spreading support for the revolutionary cause to
their congregants. While religion remained deeply rooted in all aspects of Virginians lives,
preaching revolutionary ideas from ministers gave the war a religious element. Anglican
minister Reverend John Thompson of Leeds Parish in Fauquier County preached about the
political strife between the colonies and Great Britain. In a sermon addressing the measures
taken by the British Parliament against Boston in order “to deprive his Majesty’s subjects of
these Colonies of their just and legal rights,” Thompson found it “incumbent upon every one of
us, as men and Christians, cheerfully to contribute to the according to our ability toward their
relief.” The Reverend went on to suggest his parishioners “contribute something toward
supplying the country with arms and ammunition, that if attacked we may be in posture of
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defence.”242 Reverend Charles Clay, another Anglican minister from Albemarle County, also
advocated for the Revolution and independence from the mother country. On a public fast day in
1777 Clay proclaimed, “Cursed be he who keepth back his sword from blood in this war,” that
the “cause of liberty was the cause of God” and to “plead the cause of their country before the
Lord with their blood.”243 Anglican ministers spread revolutionary ideas and support for a prorevolutionary stance against Great Britain from the pulpit to the pews by equating the fight for
rights and liberties to Virginians’ duties as good Christians.
As Virginia moved towards war, dissenting ministers joined Anglican ministers in
spreading support and revolutionary ideas to their congregants.244 While traveling through
Virginia, Nicholas Cresswell noted the influence of politics into religious sermons: “these are a
set of rebellious scoundrels.” He found ministers’ sermons as “nothing but political discourses
instead of Religious Lectures.”245 David Rice, a Presbyterian minister and member of the
Bedford County Committee of Safety, preached to his congregations “opposition to the claims of
the British Parliament are very just and important … resistance is justified by the laws of God
and the dictates of common sense.”246 Charles Cummings, another Presbyterian minister, also
“contributed much to kindle the patriotic blaze forth so brilliantly among the people” in
southwestern Virginia.247 Through the use of political sermons dissenting ministers aided in
spreading support for the revolutionary cause.
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Demonstrating the mixing of politics and religion, both Anglican and dissenting ministers
preached to American soldiers to enhance their commitment to independence. Comparing
America’s state of affairs to that of the Israelites in Egypt, Reverend Fitzhugh MacKay of the
Fifteenth Regiment preached of Great Britain’s “several royal edicts, at which even injustice
would blush.” He recalled the “Insult and injury thus repeatedly offered” by Parliaments’
various taxes and asked for the soldiers to remember “that freedom for which our brave forefathers bled, and which they [Parliament] handed down inviolate to us.” MacKay commended
the officers and fellow soldiers on their noble and bold step forward in “the grand cause of
liberty” and their country. God had sent Washington as a Moses, Mackay pronounced, warning
of the “sacrilegious worm that would now look back, staying his hand, and keeping his sword
from blood,” urging them to make their everyday actions proclaim “louder and louder, to all the
listening world, that uninfluenced by predjudices, like those of these vermin, who have now a
long time infested our coasts, the free-born generous soul wherever found, determining to die so,
would sooner breath out his last in the dust … than basely and traiterously to betray his
liberty.”248 Reverend MacKay sought to invoke patriotism in his regiment by equating their
struggle with that of the Israelites, believing that with George Washington as their Moses,
Americans would overcome tyranny and become free. Reverend John Hurt preached a sermon
to the Sixth Virginia Regiment that held up a love of country as the highest of all virtues that a
man could possess, claiming, “it is the most great and godlike among men; it carries in it the idea
of a public blessing; it implies a power of doing good.” Encouraging his regiment to fight for
their country, he further asserted that men must stand together in defense against those “who
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would encroach upon the equal share of liberty which belongs to all” and that “we are to arm
ourselves against our enemies.” He concluded his sermon: “Whilst we act in this manner, our
professions will not only meet with full applause from men, but also with the approbation of
God.”249 Relating the American cause to that of the Israelites ministers through religious
doctrine gave soldiers a sense of hope that their actions for the political cause would result in
leading their people from the hands of tyranny.
Some Virginia regiments elected dissenting ministers to serve as their military chaplains.
The predominantly German-speaking Eighth Virginia Regiment elected Christian Streit, a
Lutheran minister, while Presbyterian minister Amos Thompson accepted a commission for
Stephenson’s Maryland and Virginia Riflemen.250 In an address to the General Convention of
1775 Baptists expressed their alarm at the oppression of America and desired to make “a military
resistance against Great Britain.” Finding that their “brethren were left at discretion to enlist,
without incurring the censure of their religious community and that under these circumstance
many of them had enlisted as soldiers, and many more were ready to do so,” dissenting ministers
petitioned the Convention to allow their ministers to preach to enlisted soldiers. The
Convention, realizing the importance of the dissenters’ support, resolved to allow dissenting
minsters to preach among soldiers.251
Dissenting ministers actively encouraged their brethren to fight for the revolutionary
cause. Jeremiah Walker and John Williams, appointed by the General Association of Baptists,
were among the Baptist ministers who preached to enlisted soldiers when they camped in
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southern Virginia.252 Caleb Wallace, another Presbyterian minister, also preached to soldiers.
Stating in a letter to Reverend James Caleb, of New Jersey, Wallace remarked that although he
shied away from fighting, he still preserved the sentiment that “an American ought to seek an
emancipation from the British King, Ministry, and Parliament, at the risk of all his earthly
possessions of whatever the name.” Although fear of danger kept him from fighting, it did not
prevent him from preaching his views “in the Army at headquarters.”253 Dissenting religious
sermons do not survive, however, the activities of ministers—enlisting into soldiery and
petitioning the government—illustrates their allegiance to the revolutionary cause.
Among the roles of supporting the revolutionary cause undertaken by the American
clergymen, some served to recruit men to fight for their country. Recognizing the influence that
both Anglican and dissenting ministers had within their congregations, Governor Patrick Henry
called upon the clergy of every denomination in Virginia to help recruit men into the militia.254
In many cases, dissenters eagerly responded despite having been persecuted by local leaders in
previous years. Finding it “Lawful to take up arms in the present dispute with Great Britain and
her Colonies,” Baptist ministers actively encouraged men into mobilization.255 Jeremiah Walker
and Elijah Craig actively encouraged the men in their congregations to enlist.256 Also answering
the Governor’s plea to recruit soldiers, Presbyterian minister Caleb Wallace preached to nearby
soldiers while also helping to fill the ranks. Wallace commented, “I meddle very little with
matters of civil concern, only to countenance the recruiting business as far as I have it in my
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power.”257 Presbyterian William Graham, whose bosom burned with “the patriotic fire,” also
recruited men into the ranks in Augusta County.258 By encouraging their congregants to
mobilize, the American clergy actively supported the pro-revolutionary stance made by Virginia
and the American colonies.
Some members of the clergy sought to further the cause by joining the ranks as well.
Anglican minister Peter Mulhenberg delivered his last sermon in 1776, concluding that there is
“a time to fight, and that time had now come.” With those words, as his nineteenth-century
biographer claimed, Mulhenberg removed his traditional gown revealing underneath his martial
uniform. To the sound of a drumbeat, he descended from his pulpit and ordered the drummer to
beat for recruits and, excited by patriotic fervor, vast numbers of men enlisted to serve with
him.259 Of the Baptist ministers who served in the war, Jeremiah Moore served as a corporal and
was imprisoned in Alexandria by “one of his Majesty’s justices.”260 As the rector of Liberty Hall
Academy (later Washington and Lee University), William Graham addressed a few members of
militia in nearby Rockingham County in 1778 after the Governor called upon Virginia to furnish
volunteers for the Continental Army. Agitated by the lack of spirit among the men after only a
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handful stepped forward, Graham felt inclined to volunteer himself. As one chronicler put it in
an account from the 1820s, the group resounded with “What! Shall the minister go and we stay
behind!” in response, leading to more men to step forward and volunteer. The group of
volunteers later elected Graham as their captain.261 After the Governor issued a requisition for a
company of militia from Prince Edward County in September 1777, John Blair Smith, a
Presbyterian minister, became captain of students from Hampden Sydney Academy and marched
with them to Williamsburg to oppose an anticipated invasion of the British.262 Both Anglican
and dissenting ministers helped to promoted the American cause through their preaching—at
home and to soldiers—by recruiting soldiers to fill the ranks, and by even helping to fill
Virginia’s ranks themselves. Anglican and dissenting ministers used both their pulpit and their
position within their communities to spur political and martial mobilization.
Not all ministers went along with the movement for independence. John Ragosta
estimates thirty-one, or between fifteen and thirty percent of dissenting Virginia parsons
remained loyal to Great Britain—a slightly higher rate than in other southern states.263 With
their loyalties withstanding the revolutionary intensity that swept through Virginia, loyalist
clergymen also engaged actively in politics in revolutionary Virginia. After the General
Assembly passed the act requiring an oath of allegiance, many loyalist ministers refused.
Showing his disaffection for the American cause, John Bruce of Princess Anne County was
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called to account for refusing to take “an oath of fidelity to the Commonwealth.”264 William
Coutts of Prince George County decided to resigned from his position rather than take the
oath.265 John Agnew of Suffolk County also refused to obey and assured British officials that he
“constantly refused to join their associations, to alter the Liturgy, to observe their Fast days, and
to pray and preach for Congress and their cause.”266 Even though these ministers did not
promote revolutionary ideas, they still took a political stance in that they denounced the rebellion
and spread loyalist sentiments to their congregations.
Loyalist ministers also took to their pulpits to combat the ideas of independence.
Reverend Agnew spoke condescendingly of the association to limit trade with Great Britain and
those who entered into it. When his congregants complained, he replied, “If you do not like such
sermons, you can only leave your seat.” Committeemen asserting grievances against him
emphasized his “propagating false and erroneous principles, not only in private discourse, but …
in his angry orations from the pulpit.”267 Reverend John Brunskill also took to the pulpit to
proclaim his disapproval, remarking about the declaration of war “that to take part in it was
rebellion.” Upon hearing that comment, “the gentlemen arose and carried their families out of
the church, and, on consultation, determined to inflict punishment upon him,” a punishment
narrowly avoided when two influential gentlemen intervened.268 A revolutionary committee in
Augusta County claimed that Presbyterian minister Alexander Miller had asserted “at various
times and places, and in divers assemblies of people … that the opposition made to the unjust
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despotick, and tyrannical acts of the Parliament of Great Britain, relative to America, is
rebellion.” Miller had called those associated with the movements “traitors to the King.”269
Colonel William Campbell remembered Reverend Christopher McRae preached to his officers
and soldiers in Cumberland County to discourage them from attacking Cornwallis’ troops.
McRae urged that “they had not the most distant idea of the dangers there about to encounter …
that Cornwallis had a vary large army composed of the finest troops that had ever left England
and it was perfect folly to think of encountering them.”270 The political Revolution divided
Virginians within the religious sphere. Religion became a battleground where ministers took
sides, alternately furthering and seeking to undermine the revolutionary cause.
Methodism in particular became associated with loyalism. While the patriot cause gained
momentum, John Wesley and the Methodist movement spread throughout Virginia growing from
approximately one hundred in 1773 to well over a thousand in 1776.271 The small but rising sect
remained “a movement for ‘vital religion’ within the Church of England” until 1784.272 Sending
eight Methodist missionaries to the colonies, Wesley sought to help facilitate the spread of
Methodism in Virginia, four of whom found their way into Virginia between 1769 and 1774.
These men helped to spread the movement by fostering a religious intensity such that “the
unhappy disputes between England and her colonies, which just before had engrossed all our
conversation, seemed now in most companies to be forgot, while things of far greater importance
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lay so near to the heart.”273 With the intensity of the movement, Methodist ministers turned
conversations to religious salvation rather than the political tensions that engulfed the colonies,
much to the dismay of revolutionary leaders.
Many Virginians remained skeptical of Methodism and saw it as a political movement.
After Wesley published multiple pamphlets and letters denouncing the American cause, Virginia
patriots saw Methodist ministers as pawns of the British ministry who sought to disband
mobilization.274 Philip Mazzei, a physician and horticulturist, agreed to go hear a Methodist
preacher who had recently arrived from England. Suspicious of Lord Dartmouth and John
Wesley’s friendship, Mezzei concluded, that Lord Dartmouth “made Secretary of State because
of his close friendship with the head of the Methodists, in order to send his preachers to the
Colonies to preach the doctrine that we had just heard.”275 Serving as Secretary of State to the
colonies, Lord Dartmouth was actively involved in the martial mobilization of General Gage in
Boston at the outbreak of the war.276 Because they preached pacifism and loyalism throughout
Virginia, Methodists earned a strongly anti-revolutionary reputation, seemingly confirmed by the
political-religious alliance between Wesley and Lord Dartmouth.
Ministers sympathetic to the patriots’ cause warned their congregants against Methodist
preachers and their intentions in Virginia. One charged them as “a set of Tories, under a cloak of
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religion.”277 In a letter to the Speaker of the Assembly, a Colonel J. Parker claimed that
Parliament paid them to preach “passive obedience” to soldiers, and that they pointed “out the
horrors of war in so alarming a manner, that it has caused many to declare they wou’d suffer
death than kill even an enemy.” Parker renounced the sect claiming it “must be
discountenanced, or all torys will plead religion as excuse, and get license to preach.”278 The
idea of quieting the political conversation seemed detrimental to the American cause. Acting on
their suspicions, two men from Sussex County seized Philip Gatch while he rode to an
appointment. The two grabbed him from his horse and turned his arms “in opposite directions,
with such violence, that he thought his shoulders would be dislocated, causing a torture which he
supposed must resembled that of the rack.”279 With Wesley’s political views known in America,
Virginians remained suspicious of Methodist preachers’ intentions in Virginia.
Methodist ministers took to promoting pacifism or political neutrality. Wesley told his
missionaries, “It is your part to be peacemakers; to be loving and tender to all; but to addict
yourselves to no party. In spite of all solicitations, of rough or smooth words, say not one word
against one or the other side.”280 Methodist preacher William Watters recalled, “Though a friend
to my Country, I left politics to those better qualified to defend and discuss them. Preaching was
my business.”281 While Watters allied himself with the patriots, he refused to use his position as
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a preacher to address the revolutionary cause in any fashion, adhering to the sect’s determination
to avoid supporting the American cause.
Methodist preachers also refused to take up arms, although in some cases that reluctance
may have emerged more from their inclination to pacifism than a strong political affiliation with
Great Britain. As Jesse Lee remembered it later, he refused to fight against the enemy after
being drafted into the militia because he had determined that as “a Christian and as a preacher of
the gospel I could not fight. I could not reconcile it to myself to bear arms, or kill one of my
fellow creatures.”282 Most American-born Methodist preachers remained neutral during the
conflict; some even went so far as to deny there “was one drop of Tory blood flowing” through
their veins.283 In general, however, Methodists retained a reputation for loyalism throughout the
war, especially considering the strong association between John Wesley and British officials, as
well as their propensity for pacifism.
As tensions between Great Britain and her colonies turned to a revolution for
independence, institutions such as churches became all the more crucial in promoting Virginia’s
revolutionary stance. As an extension of Great Britain in America, churches were used by
Virginia’s revolutionary leaders as an example of Virginia’s independence by no longer paying
homage to the King and Parliament in prayers. Although not all American clergymen supported
the revolution, churches in Virginia were used as places of communication through the pulpit.
Both Anglican and dissenting ministers used the pulpit and their role as leaders of their
communities to ignite the flame of liberty within their congregations.
By placing the American clergymen and churches at the center of the discussion
surrounding Revolutionary Era, the importance of religion emerges in a new sense. Churches
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not only served ecclesiastical purposes, but also helped to foster patriotism in Virginia. The
intertwined nature of religion and politics made the Revolution not only about political liberty,
but religious liberty as well. Analyzing churches and their role within the revolutionary era,
demonstrates that Virginia’s revolutionary leaders used an institution deeply rooted in their
society, churches, to further political activism by Virginians and Virginia’s provisional
government.
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Political Entities: Conclusion
After political independence was won in 1783, religious dissenters still faced religious
persecution. Dissenters had provided their martial support in return for toleration, but as the war
came to a close, full religious freedom had not been obtained and dissenting religions still faced
discrimination. Lacking political clout, their petitions requesting religious freedom went
unanswered by Virginia’s legislature.284 It was not until the General Assembly adopted Thomas
Jefferson’s Statute for Establishing Religious Freedom in 1786 that dissenters finally obtained
the freedoms that they had long sought. Jefferson’s bill stated that “no man shall be compelled
to frequent or support any religious worship, place, or ministry whatsoever, nor shall be
enforced, restrained, molested, or burthened in his body or goods, nor shall otherwise suffer on
account of his religious opinions or belief.” It promised that “all men shall be free to profess,
and by argument to maintain, their opinions in matter of religion, and that the same shall in no
wise diminish, enlarge, or affect their civil capacities.”285 The passing of the statute led to the
disestablishment of the Anglican Church, put an end to mandatory taxes to support the church,
and single-handedly established religious freedom in Virginia.
Political dissent by the American colonies permitted independent thought that not only
promoted political independence but religious as well. Although conflict continued over the
passing of the statute, Ragosta contended, “dissenters had effectively achieved and codified the
religious liberty that was so lacking before the Revolution and for which they had negotiated and
fought.” Wartime negotiations between Virginia’s legislature and religious dissenters politicized
dissenters. Their politicization expanded the Virginia polity while also contributing to the
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“republicanization of Virginia.”286 Their strengthened position in the political realm as a result
of the Revolution allowed them to capitalize on their newfound legitimacy to achieve religious
liberty.
Though scholars have analyzed both churches and taverns during the revolutionary
conflict, none have attempted to scrutinize their roles in tandem. Studies of public houses have
typically focused on urban taverns in major northern seaports and cities and have concluded that
these urban dwellings “cradled” the American Revolution.287 Analyzing churches and taverns in
tandem illustrates how revolutionary activities were organized in predominately rural areas such
as Virginia. These institutions served crucial, overlapping, and sometime parallel roles as they
offered public gathering spaces for discussions, meetings, debates, and the exchange of
information. Tavern sociability often bridged the social spectrum and contributed to
conversations and debates about the political upheaval between the colonies and Great Britain.
While remaining places where travelers and locals could gather and exchange information,
taverns during the Revolutionary era taverns also served as ad hoc public gathering places for
extra-political associations. Through these activities taverns in Virginia became launching pads
for revolutionary activism.
The social nature of churches and taverns, in the context of the political conflict,
transformed these institutions into political outlets that fostered an oral culture of debate and
activism. Churches and taverns became spaces where Virginians—including the colonial
government—began to grapple with the ideas of liberty, tyranny, and independence. It was
because of the help of these institutions that one of the most hierarchical societies in the colonies
became united in a common effort for independence and liberty.
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During the eighteenth century, most towns maintained two public buildings that
remained crucial to sociability: churches and taverns. Taverns not only accommodated travelers,
but those conducting business or entertaining themselves through balls, dinners, drinking,
gambling, and various other entertainments. In many ways the roles of taverns in the eighteenth
century did not change, but instead their activities and conversations became more political as
the colony became involved in the political crisis. Patrons utilized taverns to learn about current
news and engage in conversations about the colonies’ relationship to Great Britain, voice
changes in public opinion through toasts, host politically-inflected meetings and associations,
and write petitions and resolves.
Religion and politics during the eighteenth century remained intertwined. Prior to the
fight for political independence, the established church of England upheld a strict hierarchical
structure in Virginia. The Great Awakening had emerged as an anti-authoritarian movement that
introduced ideas of religious liberty that challenged strict notions of social rank and order. After
political negotiations between Virginia’s provisional government and religious dissenting
leaders, both Anglican and dissenting churches became places where political ideas about liberty
were discussed. Virginia’s provisional government utilized the church to demonstrate the
interrelations between religion and the revolutionary cause through fast days and by using
churches to house the Second and Third Conventions. While taverns became politicized spaces
through activities that reflected public opinion, ministers used their pulpits and their positions in
society to spur activism among their congregants, albeit often in a top-down approach.
With the political and ecclesiastical revolutions overlapping, Virginians’ ideas of liberty
extended not only into the political sphere, but the religious sphere as well. The rise of an
evangelical challenge to the order of things made the use of churches during the political
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upheaval all the more crucial. As dissenting religions denounced the established church and
discouraged their congregants from frequenting of taverns, Virginia’s revolutionary leaders
entered into political negotiations in an attempt to unite the dissenting sects with Virginia’s
provisional government. Dissenters leveraged their support for political and martial mobilization
against Great Britain to gain religious freedoms otherwise not granted to them. These
negotiations provided fruitful for Virginias dissenters and the provisional government as both
used churches to promote and spread revolutionary ideas. Being places where a wide variety of
Virginians gathered, churches and taverns transformed during the political crisis into spaces
where discussions surrounding anti-authoritarian movements and rebellion emerged.
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